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Abstract 
Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries have become the power source of large-scale applications, such 

as electric or hybrid-electric vehicles and energy storage systems, in addition to their 
conventional use in small consumer electronics. However, the traditional electrode materials 
do not meet the requirements of safety and lifetime, which are emphasized in the large battery 
packs. Furthermore, for transportation purposes, a high energy density is needed. The aim of 
this thesis was to study different electrode materials from these perspectives. 

The lifetime of commercial Li-ion cells was studied under different cycling temperatures. 
Especially after prolonged cycling at elevated temperature, the graphite negative electrode was 
found to be not only the main source of aging but also a safety risk as dendritic Li depositions, 
a potential source of short-circuits, were observed. Possible reasons promoting Li plating could 
be the extensive passivation layer growth on graphite and the consequential cell drying and 
formation of gaseous components. 

A new alternative to the graphite negative electrode is Li4Ti5O12 which however decreases 
the cell voltage thus sacrificing the energy density. This sets a demand for novel, safe, high-
voltage positive electrodes of which mixed Li(Fe1-yMy)PO4 (M = Co, Ni) materials were 
investigated in this work. A beneficial, mutual influence of the Fe and M occupying the same 
lattice site was observed as e.g. shift of redox potentials and changes in the delithiation/ 
lithiation reaction mechanisms. Especially the local environment of Fe3+ was affected by the 
substitution. An optimal composition for the Co substitution is around Li(Fe0.5Co0.5)PO4. In the 
case of the Ni substitution, on the other hand, the Ni2+/Ni3+ redox couple could not be reversibly 
activated, presumably due to lack of electrical conductivity or possible structural changes. 

Knowledge of the heat generation in a Li-ion cell is needed for accurate design of cooling 
systems and thus avoiding the undesirable cell temperature increase. The reversible part of 
heat generation depends on the entropy change in the electrode materials during the cell 
reaction, affected mainly by the arrangement of Li in the electrode lattices. In this work, the 
entropy change behavior was studied for LiFePO4, Li(Fe0.33Mn0.67)PO4, graphite, and Li4Ti5O12 
electrode materials and their combinations. Specific materials and states of charge were 
determined to be unfavorable due to extra heat generation. Furthermore, the effect of Mn 
substituent was observed in the entropy change behavior of Li(Fe0.33Mn0.67)PO4. The impact 
of reversible heat generation was demonstrated in practice as a cooling effect during the 
discharge of a commercial Li-ion cell. 

Keywords Li-ion battery, positive electrode, negative electrode, aging, post-mortem analysis, 
LiFePO4, chemical substitution, reversible heat generation, entropy change 
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Tiivistelmä 
Kannettavan elektroniikan lisäksi litiumioniakkuja on alettu käyttää suuremmissa sovellus-

kohteissa, kuten sähkö- ja hybridiajoneuvoissa sekä stationäärisissä energiavarastoissa. 
Perinteisesti käytetyt elektrodimateriaalit eivät kuitenkaan vastaa suurissa akustoissa 
korostuvia turvallisuus- ja elinikävaatimuksia. Liikkuvien sovellusten akustolta vaaditaan 
myös korkea energiatiheys. Tämän työn tarkoituksena oli tutkia erilaisia elektrodimateriaaleja 
näistä näkökulmista. 

Kaupallisten litiumioniakkujen elinikää tutkittiin käyttämällä niitä eri lämpötiloissa. Grafiit-
tinegatiivielektrodin huomattiin olevan paitsi suurin syy kennon ikääntymiseen myös turvalli-
suusriski. Erityisesti kun kennoa oli käytetty pitkäaikaisesti korkeassa lämpötilassa, siihen 
havaittiin syntyneen dendriittistä litiumsaostumaa, joka voi johtaa oikosulkuun. Mahdollisia 
litiumsaostuman syntyyn vaikuttaneita tekijöitä olivat grafiitin passiivikerroksen voimakas 
kasvu ja siitä seurannut kennon kuivuminen sekä kaasumaisten yhdisteiden muodostuminen. 

Uusi vaihtoehto grafiittinegatiivielektrodille on Li4Ti5O12, mutta sen antama kennojännite 
on matala ja täten akun energiatiheys laskee. Tästä syystä tarvitaan turvallisia korkean jännit-
teen positiivielektrodeja, joista tässä työssä tutkittiin seostettuja Li(Fe1-yMy)PO4 (M = Co, Ni) 
-materiaaleja. Samaa hilapaikkaa miehittävien Fe:n ja M:n edullinen yhteisvaikutus havaittiin 
muun muassa hapetus-pelkistyspotentiaalien ja litiointimekanismien muuttumisena. Erityi-
sesti Fe3+:n kemiallisen ympäristön huomattiin muuttuvan, kun osa raudasta korvattiin M-
metallilla. Co-korvatuille materiaaleille optimaalinen koostumus on noin Li(Fe0.5Co0.5)PO4, 
mutta Ni-seostettujen materiaalien Ni2+/Ni3+-paria ei saatu reagoimaan reversiibelisti. Tämän 
oletettiin johtuvan liian alhaisesta sähkönjohtavuudesta tai mahdollisista rakennemuutoksista. 

Jotta akun jäähdytysjärjestelmä osataan suunnitella tarkasti ja vältytään ei-toivotulta lämpö-
tilan nousulta, on yksittäisen litiumionikennon lämmöntuotto tunnettava. Lämmöntuoton 
reversiibeli osa riippuu elektrodimateriaaleissa tapahtuvista entropianmuutoksista, joihin 
vaikuttaa pääasiassa litiumin järjestäytyminen niiden hilarakenteissa. Tässä työssä tutkittiin 
eri elektrodimateriaalien (LiFePO4, Li(Fe0.33Mn0.67)PO4, grafiitti ja Li4Ti5O12) sekä niiden 
yhdistelmien entropiakäyttäytymistä. Tiettyjen materiaalien ja kennon latausasteiden havait-
tiin olevan epäsuotuisia aiheuttaen ylimääräistä lämmöntuottoa. Lisäksi Mn-korvauksen 
huomattiin muuttavan Li(Fe0.33Mn0.67)PO4-materiaalin entropiakäyttäytymistä. Reversiibelin 
lämmöntuoton vaikutus osoitettiin käytännössä kaupallisen kennon jäähtymisenä sitä 
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1. Introduction 

Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries were first introduced in small, portable consumer 
electronics, such as cell phones, laptops, and power tools. The most significant ad-
vantages of the Li-ion technology were the increased energy density, both gravimet-
ric and volumetric, the longer lifetime, and the flexible and lightweight design possi-
bilities, when compared to competing nickel-cadmium or nickel-metal hydride 
chemistries.1  

In recent years, in addition to the small-sized consumer electronics, Li-ion batter-
ies have become the power source for electric vehicles (EV), hybrid or plug-in hybrid 
electric vehicles (HEV/PHEV), and stationary energy storage systems (ESS). The 
battery utilization in automotive and energy storage fields is growing rapidly: it is 
expected to show an over 80% share of all rechargeable battery market, overtaking 
the portable consumer electronics sector.2 The replacement of fossil fuels with Li-ion 
batteries in the automotive applications is driven by energy and environmental is-
sues. However, the governmental policies and support play a significant role, too. 
For the energy storage systems, a growing demand has emerged from the increased 
use of renewable energy sources and from the overall increasing consumption of 
electricity. 

In the following, the requirements that large-scale applications set on the Li-ion 
battery technology are discussed and the different positive and negative electrode 
material choices are shortly reviewed.  

1.1 Demands for Large-Scale Li-Ion Battery Electrode Materials 

Li-ion battery technology was first commercialized by Sony in 1991. The electrode 
materials comprised of lithium cobalt oxide (LiCoO2) as the positive electrode and 
carbon as the negative electrode. Unlike the earlier Li-metal batteries with Li-metal 
negative electrode, this “rocking-chair” battery type was based on Li-ion transfer 
between two intercalation electrodes, which are able to store the Li-ions in their lat-
tices.3 Replacing the Li-metal electrode significantly improved the lifetime and safe-
ty. The LiCoO2/C electrode combination is still widely used in small consumer elec-
tronics as it gives a good energy density. However, these electrode materials are far 
from optimal for a large battery pack in automotive and energy storage applications. 
For small-sized devices, a single battery cell or a few cells are often used. On the con-
trary, large-scale applications like EVs utilize hundreds or thousands of cells, which 
are connected in series or parallel to form modules and further battery packs. More-
over, the battery lifetime should be longer than the expected life of the powered ap-
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plication. Due to this scale-up, different requirements for the single cells are empha-
sized.  

In general, poor intrinsic safety, insufficient lifetime, and high cost are the limiting 
factors for the Li-ion battery technology in large-scale applications.2,4–6 Further-
more, especially for EV applications, a high energy density is required for a suffi-
ciently long driving range. Improved fast-charging and low-temperature perfor-
mance characteristics are needed, too.4,6 A summary of the USABC (United States 
Advanced Battery Consortium LLC) goals for EV battery cells is presented in Table 1.  

Table 1. Summary of USABC goals for Advanced Batteries for EVs at cell level (2020 commercializa-
tion).7

Characteristics at end of life  Cell level 
Energy density, volumetric (C/3 discharge) 750 Wh/l 
Energy density, gravimetric (C/3 discharge) 350 Wh/kg 
Peak discharge pulse power (30 s) 700 W/kg 
Calendar life 15 years 
Cycle life 1000 cycles 
Operating environment -30 °C to +52 °C

 
The energy density goals in Table 1 are not yet achieved.5,6 The battery energy den-

sity is defined as the amount of electrical energy per unit of weight or volume 
(Wh/kg or Wh/l). It is the product of cell capacity (Ah/kg or Ah/l) and voltage (V). 
These quantities directly depend on the electrode materials, which should show a 
high capacity and produce a high cell voltage (high redox potential for the positive 
and low for the negative electrode). The electrode materials should also retain their 
capacity and voltage characteristics with increasing current rate (show a good rate 
capability). Due to the inactive components, like cooling systems and safety devices, 
the energy density at the battery pack level is roughly only a quarter of the active 
materials’ energy density.6  

At the moment, the lifetime requirement of 15 years and 1 000 cycles (Table 1) is 
regarded unproven.5 A Li-ion cell is defined to have reached its end of life (EOL) 
when the reversible capacity has reduced to 80% of its original value. Thus for a long 
lifetime, the cell capacity fade should be slow. Further, to fulfil the power require-
ments, the internal resistance should remain small. In general, side reactions at elec-
trode-electrolyte interfaces are regarded to be detrimental for the battery lifetime.1 
Side reactions occur if the electrode’s potential is outside the electrolyte’s stability 
window. Additionally, for improved durability, the lithium insertion/extraction 
should not result in large volume changes in the electrode material lattices.   

To meet the operating temperature requirements, the battery should be viable, re-
tain sufficient energy and power characteristics, and operate safely both at high and 
low temperatures. The cost of Li-ion batteries should still be significantly reduced; 
the price can be brought down by mass production, but the raw materials and their 
processing are still expensive.5   

In addition to the performance characteristics in Table 1, the cell safety is a crucial 
issue. Li-ion batteries have caused fires and explosions, as they are not inherently 
tolerant to abusive conditions, like over-charge or over-discharge, short-circuits or 
exposure to very high temperatures.5,8 In the case of a large-sized battery, the conse-
quences of battery fire or explosion are extremely detrimental. A battery failure 
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commonly occurs due to thermal runaway reactions inside the cells.8 In a thermal 
runaway, an exothermic reaction proceeds in an uncontrollable manner; the reaction 
is accelerated by temperature increase, which causes a further increase in tempera-
ture. Thermal runaway is generally triggered by exothermic decomposition of an 
electrode-electrolyte interface layer. This decomposition can take place already at 
temperatures below 100 °C, and it eventually leads to breakdown of the electrode 
materials. Thus for improved safety, the stability of the electrode-electrolyte inter-
faces and the electrode materials (at all Li contents) is important, and their thermal 
decomposition temperatures should be high.1,2,8 A less exothermic decomposition 
reaction is beneficial for the safety. Moreover, oxygen should not be released from 
the electrode material lattice, as it will result in electrolyte combustion and eventual-
ly explosion and fire of the battery. No metallic Li plating (Li reduced as metallic on 
the negative electrode) should occur, as it may lead to growth of Li dendrites. Such 
dendrites can penetrate the separator and give rise to an internal short-circuit and 
strong temperature increase inside the cell,9–11 which can further cause thermal run-
away. Avoiding cell failure conditions is especially important for large-scale batter-
ies, as thermal runaway in an individual cell is likely to propagate to the entire bat-
tery pack.12  

1.2 Electrode Material Choices for Li-Ion Batteries 

The crystal structures of different positive and negative electrode materials are pre-
sented in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. Different positive and negative electrode material structures. (a) LiCoO2,13 (b) LiMn2O4,13 (c) 
LiFePO4,13 (d) graphite,14,adopted and (e) left Li4Ti5O12, right Li7Ti5O12.15 
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1.2.1 Positive Electrodes 

LiMO2 

Layered metal oxides LiMO2 (M = Co, Ni) show a rhombohedral, -NaFeO2-type 
rock salt structure (space group R m), presented in Figure 1a. The Co-based LixCoO2 
was first investigated by Mizushima et al.16 in 1980. It has a relatively high operating 
voltage (3.9 V vs. Li/Li+), but the reversible specific capacity is only 140 mAh/g, be-
cause the lattice becomes unstable if more than half of the Li-ions are removed.17,18 
As a consequence, upon over-charge (x < 0.5) and temperature increase, the lattice 
may collapse releasing oxygen: the decomposition forms a severe safety risk. In ad-
dition, the high cost and environmental impact of Co restrict its use. The Ni-variant 
LixNiO2 on the other hand offers a higher specific capacity (200 mAh/g),19–21 and it is 
more environmentally friendly and cost effective. However, its structural stability is 
even worse compared to the LixCoO2 phase, and synthesizing stoichiometric materi-
als is difficult due to Li-Ni exchange.  

As alternatives, mixed layered oxides, such as Li(Ni1-yCoy)O2 and Li(Ni1-y-zCoy 

Alz)O2 (typically Li(Ni0.8Co0.15Al0.05)O2), have been proposed. They are isostructural 
with LiNiO2 and LiCoO2, but the partial substitution of Ni with Co improves the sta-
bility and on the other hand, higher specific capacities are achieved in comparison to 
LiCoO2.22,23 Adding small amounts of electrochemically inactive Al further enhances 
the structural and chemical stability. However, the delithiated material is still prone 
to decomposition and oxygen release at high temperatures.24,25   

Further improvements have been achieved with Li(Ni1-y-zCoyMnz)O2 (typically 
Li(Ni1/3Co1/3Mn1/3)O2)26,27 materials. During charging, Co3+ is oxidized to Co4+ and 
Ni2+ to Ni4+, but Mn4+ remains inactive, providing structural stability.28 
Li(Ni,Co,Mn)O2 materials show a reversible specific capacity of 150 - 200 mAh/g 
and an improved structural and thermal stability in comparison to Li(Ni,Co,Al)O2 
materials.25,29 However, also Li(Ni,Co,Mn)O2 eventually releases oxygen at high 
temperatures, and structural changes upon cycling limit its rate capability and life-
time.30–32 

LiMn2O4 
The cubic spinel structured LiMn2O4 (space group Fd m),33–35 presented in Figure 
1b, is an environmentally friendly, low-cost alternative to the layered oxides. It 
shows a 4 V vs. Li/Li+ operating voltage and an improved structural stability, but the 
reversible specific capacity is only 120 mAh/g. Furthermore, the material suffers 
from fast capacity fade, especially at elevated temperatures. This is caused by struc-
tural changes, instability of Mn3+ (Jahn-Teller distortion), and Mn2+ dissolution 
through the Mn3+ disproportionation reaction.35–38 Better performance can be 
achieved by doping or using blends of LiMn2O4 and Li(Ni,Co,Mn)O2. Moreover, Li- 
and Mn-rich Li2MnO3-stabilized LiMO2 (M = Mn, Ni, Co) electrodes have been pro-
posed.39 

LiMPO4 
Olivine-structured metal phosphates LiMPO4 (M = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) were first intro-
duced by the group of Goodenough et al.40 in 1997. They are interesting alternatives 
to the positive electrode due to the intrinsically stable, three-dimensional ortho-
rhombic lattice (space group Pnma), depicted in Figure 1c. The strong P-O bonds in 
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PO43- polyanions stabilize the structure and prevent the release of oxygen, even at 
elevated temperatures and without Li at the charged state. The theoretical specific 
capacity is approx. 170 mAh/g. 

Of the metal phosphate group, LiFePO4 is already in commercial use. It shows a 
long cycle life, high safety, and high thermal stability.1,41–44 Furthermore, LiFePO4 is 
non-toxic and cheap. The electronic and ionic conductivity properties are poor, but 
this issue has been overcome by decreasing the particle size and coating the particles 
with carbon.44,45 However, compared to the layered oxides and LiMn2O4, the equilib-
rium potential of LiFePO4 is low (3.4 V vs. Li/Li+),40 which decreases the achievable 
energy density.  

LiMnPO4 shows a promising equilibrium potential of 4.1 V vs. Li/Li+,40 but it suf-
fers from large polarization and the practical reversible capacity is low. The underly-
ing reasons are the poor electrical conductivity (lower than for LiFePO4),46–48 and 
the Jahn-Teller distortion of Mn3+ in the charged (delithiated) state. The latter leads 
to a large lattice volume change and mismatch between the LiMnPO4 and MnPO4 

phases.46,49,50  
The equilibrium potential of LiCoPO4 on the other hand is even higher, 4.8 V vs. 

Li/Li+.51,52 However, practical discharge capacities of only 100 – 120 mAh/g or less 

are achieved and the capacity fade is fast.51,53–59 The poor electrochemical perfor-
mance has been attributed to the low electronic conductivity (lower than for 
LiFePO4),60,61 slow Li diffusion,62,63 and electrolyte oxidation at high potentials.55,57 
Moreover, structural changes64 and instability of the delithiated CoPO4 phase may 
affect the performance.55,65  

For LiNiPO4, a very high equilibrium potential of approx. 5.1 V vs. Li/Li+ is pre-
dicted by calculations.66 Experimentally, oxidation at 5.3 V and reduction at 5.1 V vs. 
Li/Li+ has been reported.67 However, the reversible electrochemical activation of the 
Ni2+/Ni3+ redox couple has been only rarely achieved in non-aqueous 
electrolytes,67,68 and many studies report no significant electrochemical activity.51,69–

71 The very poor electronic conductivity (lower than for Fe and Co counterparts),67,72 
small lattice volume for Li diffusion,67 and large particle size related to synthesis 
conditions70 have been proposed to cause the lack of redox activity. In addition, Li-
Ni site exchange, blocking the Li diffusion channels, has been speculated.73 No stable 
phase is known for the delithiated NiPO4.67,70,73 

1.2.2 Negative Electrodes 

Graphite 
Graphite is the most commonly used carbonaceous negative electrode material. It 
consists of stacked graphene sheets (space group P63/mmc), illustrated in Figure 1d. 
Graphite shows a specific capacity of 372 mAh/g for the fully lithiated LiC6 composi-
tion, and the operating voltage is 0.2 – 0.1 V vs. Li/Li+. Li intercalates into graphite 
lattice by filling the gaps between neighboring graphene layers in an ordered, step-
wise manner (staging).74 The Li distribution is described by the number of graphene 
layers between layers of intercalated Li. With increasing Li content (charging), the 
intercalation proceeds along the following stages: dilute stage-1’ (random intercala-
tion), stage-4, stage-3, liquid-like stage-2L (incomplete intercalation), ordered stage-
2, and ordered stage-1 (LiC6).74 Although graphite is abundant, cheap, and non-toxic, 
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it has severe drawbacks. The volume change related to the Li intercalation is quite 
high, 10%. Additionally, although the low potential is beneficial for the cell energy 
density, it leads to safety and durability problems. Firstly, as the potential of lithiat-
ed graphite is outside the electrolyte’s stability window, a passivating solid electro-
lyte interface (SEI) layer is needed on the graphite surface,75–77 which restricts the 
lifetime and introduces a safety risk. Secondly, the risk of Li reducing as metallic on 
the graphite electrode surface is significant, as the potential is very close to 0 V vs. 
Li/Li+.78–81 In addition to other problems, the Li plating can result in growth of Li 
dendrites. 

Li4Ti5O12 
The spinel-structured lithium titanate Li4Ti5O12 (space group Fd m) is a fairly new 
alternative to replace graphite at the negative electrode.82–85 The theoretical capacity 
is lower, 175 mAh/g, and the redox potential higher, 1.55 V vs. Li/Li+, when com-
pared to graphite. The high potential of Li4Ti5O12 prevents SEI-layer formation and 
risk of Li plating,86 thus assuring high safety. On the other hand, the cell voltage and 
energy density decrease. During lithiation (charge), the Li4Ti5O12 spinel structure is 
converted to rock-salt structured Li7Ti5O12, but the volume change related to the 
phase transformation is negligible (less than 0.1%).87,88 The spinel and rock-salt 
structures are shown in Figure 1e. Long lifetime is expected for Li4Ti5O12 as SEI-layer 
is not needed and the volume change upon lithiation/delithiation is extremely small.  

1.3 Scope of the Present Thesis 

The perspective of this work was to investigate Li-ion battery electrode materials, 
both already commercialized and novel alternatives, in terms of their use in large-
scale battery packs. Especially the new demands set to the battery cells were consid-
ered: safety, lifetime, and adequate energy density.  

In order to meet the lifetime requirements of new applications, the cycle aging of 
commercial cells was studied at different temperatures.III,89 The detrimental effect of 
extreme temperatures on the graphite negative electrode was revealed, in terms of 
both lifetime and safety. For large-scale batteries, an alternative negative electrode, 
such as Li4Ti5O12, is needed. However, Li4Ti5O12 significantly decreases the cell volt-
age and the achievable energy density, and thus a high-voltage positive electrode is 
required. The current oxide and spinel materials are not optimal due to structural 
stability issues, which restrict their performance, lifetime, and safety.   

Creating safe and structurally stable high-voltage positive electrode materials 
would be a solution for compatible energy densities of Li4Ti5O12 negative electrode 
based cells. Mixed Li(Fe1-yMy)PO4 (M = Co, Ni) materials were studied inside a wide 
compositional range (0  y  1) as potential positive electrodes combining high safe-
ty with adequately high energy density.IV,V The mixed compositions show better 
electrochemical performance than their parent y = 1 phases and on the other hand, a 
higher average potential as the y = 0 composition. In addition to the electrochemical 
performance evaluation, the effect of substitution on the delithiation/lithiation 
characteristics and on the Fe local environment was investigated in order to under-
stand the substitution-induced effects. Especially the different substitution schemes 
were compared to reveal reasons to the lack of reversible Ni2+/Ni3+ redox couple ac-
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tivity, as the Ni-substituted materials would be more environmentally friendly and 
cost-effective, and theoretically show even higher average potentials. 

In order to avoid excess heating of the battery and thus safety risks and unneces-
sary lifetime decrease, knowledge of the cell heat generation is required. In this 
work, the influence of different electrode materials on the cell heat generation was 
investigated.I,II The reversible part of the heat generation is related to the Li ar-
rangement in the electrode material lattices, and it was studied by potentiometrical-
ly measuring the entropy change ( S) at different states of charge (SOC). Specific 
SOC ranges of different electrode material combinations were shown to be unfa-
vourable due to increased heat generation. Additionally, the influence of different 
delithiation/lithiation mechanisms on the S behaviour was evaluated.  
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2. Aging of Li-Ion Cells 

The performance of Li-ion cells degrades both during operation and storage: the 
phenomenon is called aging and it is observed as capacity fade and resistance in-
crease. For EV, HEV/PHEV, and ESS applications, the battery pack desired lifetime 
is much higher than for consumer electronics, due to the battery’s high initial cost 
and long life of the application itself. To be able to develop and design cells with long 
enough lifetimes, the aging mechanisms have to be studied in detail. Furthermore, 
aging induced safety risks must be examined in order to ensure safe operation of the 
battery near the end of life, too.  

Li-ion batteries are to be used at different ambient temperatures, both high and 
low, and thus the dependence of aging on temperature should be investigated. Espe-
cially for transportation applications, ability to operate at low temperatures is need-
ed. On the other hand, due to an inevitable heat generation during operation, cells 
especially in the middle of a large-sized battery pack are exposed to elevated tem-
peratures. Furthermore, large temperature gradients can exist even within a single 
cell,90 and non-uniform aging in different parts of the same cell has been demon-
strated.91 The pressure build-up and heat dissipation depend on the cell construction 
(pouch, prismatic or cylindrical) and may affect the aging phenomena, for example 
the Li plating.92,93  

The properties of the cell’s electrode materials largely affect the observed aging 
mechanisms. Especially the formation of passivating films and dissolution of active 
material elements are highly chemistry specific and problematic for the cell lifetime. 
In addition, certain positive and negative electrode material properties decrease the 
cell lifetime when combined, whereas some chemistry combinations are expected to 
be very durable. In the following, the main cycle aging mechanisms and the related 
safety aspects at different temperatures are discussed. A special focus is on the 
graphite electrode, as it is still most widely used as negative electrode. Additionally, 
the promising Li4Ti5O12 and LiFePO4 materials are covered more extensively. 

2.1 Typical Aging Mechanisms  

Cell aging is observed both during cycling (charge or discharge condition) and stor-
age: it results in capacity fade and resistance increase, decreasing the energy and 
power densities. Aging is generally accelerated by non-ambient, typically elevated, 
temperatures and by high current rates. In addition, cycling to a high charge cut-off 
voltage or storage at high state of charge (SOC) enhance aging. The cycle depth and 
location (cycling SOC range) have an effect, too.  
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Aging mechanisms of Li-ion batteries can be divided into chemical and mechanical 
factors. Possible chemical factors are side reactions, most importantly at the elec-
trode-electrolyte interfaces, structural degradation, and loss of active electrode ma-
terials by dissolution.78,94,95 Active material loss can also take place through mechan-
ical degradation of the non-active cell components or the material itself. Volume 
variations in the active material lattice or surface film growth may cause coating 
cracking or electrical isolation. Furthermore, current collector corrosion and degra-
dation of the conductive additive or binder material can lead to contact losses.78,79,96–

98 
The electrochemical characteristics measured for a full cell include both the posi-

tive and negative electrode contributions. Thus the numerous possible processes 
leading to cell aging are difficult to distinguish from each other. Cell disassembly 
and post-mortem analysis are important tools for discovering the chemical and me-
chanical origins behind the cell degradation.  

2.2 Determining Aging Mechanisms by Post-Mortem Analysis  

In the post-mortem analysis, several analysis methods can be used to examine the 
electrode samples at different probing depths (bulk methods versus surface sensitive 
methods). For receiving structural and morphology information from the bulk, X-
ray diffraction spectroscopy (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Raman 
spectroscopy, and X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) are used, for example. XRD 
can reveal possible phase changes in the active materials or structural degradation,97 
but it is insensitive to lighter elements, amorphous components, and trace amounts 
(~2% detection limit). SEM imaging gives information on the particle morphology 
(particle size, possible cracking etc.), and it can also indicate surface film 
formation.92,97,99–101 Raman spectroscopy measures the structural ordering. It is used 
to analyze the degree of disorder in graphite electrodes or graphitic conductive addi-
tives,97 or to track phase transitions (crystal symmetry changes).102 XAS provides 
element-specific information on the local environment (oxidation state or changes in 
the bonding).97   

To probe the formation and compositions of the thin surface films on electrodes 
(especially graphite’s SEI-layer), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), infrared 
spectroscopy (IR), and Raman spectroscopy can be utilized, for instance. With XPS, 
information on the chemical structure and composition of the surface film is 
achieved.103–106 IR and Raman methods are used to detect different bonds and thus 
possible compounds in the surface films.  

Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and inductively coupled plasma spec-
troscopy (ICP) methods are employed to track the elemental compositions. With 
ICP, even trace amounts can be detected,92,97 whereas EDS analysis can be used for 
elemental mapping, but its sensitivity especially for lighter elements is limited.  

The electrochemical performance of the positive and negative electrodes can be es-
timated separately by testing electrode samples, collected from the disassembled 
cells, in half-cells. In the half-cell configuration, Li-metal is used as the counter elec-
trode (unlimited Li source). For example, loss of active material due to exfoliation or 
electrical isolation can be determined. Furthermore, the full cell resistance can be 
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divided into positive and negative electrode contributions, and hence the surface 
layer and charge transfer resistances can be separated. However, special care needs 
to be taken during the test cell preparation: in general, only one-sided electrode 
coatings can be tested in half-cells, which means that the other side of the double-
sided composite electrode has to be dissolved to reveal the bare current collector.  

Visual inspection is an important part especially for graphite negative electrodes. 
The different lithiation states of graphite show different colors. The pristine black-
grey color of graphite is changed upon Li intercalation through dark blue to red for 
the stage-2 (LiC12) phase and finally to golden yellow for the fully-litihiated stage-1 
(LiC6) compound.107,108 Thus color differences can give valuable information on the 
uniformity of the delithiation state: if cells are disassembled at higher SOC, possible 
inactive areas can be detected as non-uniform color. Furthermore, Li trapped in the 
graphite lattice due to contact losses could be revealed, too. Metallic Li plating on 
the graphite negative electrode can be observed as a silver or silvergrey colored uni-
form layer,93,109 as more local metallic stains,91 or even as dendritic grains.III The 
plated Li reacts vigorously with water generating hydrogen.93,109,III Visual inspection 
of the separator can reveal signs of detached surface films or Li deposits. Also the 
amount of free electrolyte can be judged, and the electrode thicknesses can be meas-
ured in order to estimate surface layer growth. 

A major challenge in the post-mortem analysis is the air- and moisture-sensitivity 
of the electrodes, especially lithiated graphite electrode and plated Li. Changes in the 
SEI-layer composition and LiOH formation have been observed during air and mois-
ture exposure of lithiated graphite.103 As a consequence, the graphite surface is par-
tially delithiated. In air, plated Li is suggested to first form Li2O, and then be further 
converted to LiOH and finally to Li2CO3 by reaction with moisture and CO2.93 As the 
samples are often analyzed, or at least transferred, in humid air atmosphere, these 
reactions must be taken into account upon results interpretation. Prior to character-
ization, the electrode samples are rinsed typically with dimethyl carbonate (DMC) to 
remove the electrolyte salt LiPF6 residues, as LiPF6 decomposes creating HF in con-
tact with moisture or other impurities. However, upon rinsing the samples, some 
surface films may possibly be removed, and the samples’ air-sensitivity may 
change.103 

2.3 Effect of Electrode Materials 

In general, Li-ion cell aging originates from the graphite negative electrode, and it is 
mainly related to the graphite SEI-layer degradation and growth reactions.94,96,110–112 
SEI-layer is initially formed because the graphite electrode potential is outside the 
electrolyte’s stability window, and thus the electrolyte is reduced on the graphite 
electrode surface. In proper electrolytes, the reduction reaction products passivate 
the graphite surface. When the cell is cycled, the graphite electrode is exposed to a 
constant volume change. As a consequence, even a highly stable and protective SEI-
layer will undergo minor cracking and decomposition.96,111–113 This results in layer 
reformation and growth, until an electronically insulating composition is reached. 
Presence of HF due to LiPF6 decomposition will destabilize the SEI-layer and lead to 
highly resistive LiF formation.113,114 In the SEI-layer reformation reactions, active Li 
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is consumed and capacity fade is thus accelerated. Furthermore, due to growth and 
structural changes, the SEI-layer resistance and further the cell’s impedance in-
crease. Gaseous components are produced inside the cell in the SEI-forming reac-
tions.79,115 A thick SEI-layer can decrease graphite’s accessible surface area and cause 
contact losses, and eventually even partially penetrate to the separator, clogging its 
pores.78,96   

Another aging and especially safety related issue of graphite negative electrode is 
the Li plating phenomenon. During cell charging, Li can deposit as metallic on the 
graphite surface instead of intercalating into the graphite lattice. This Li plating 
takes place if the graphite electrode potential is forced below 0 V vs. Li/Li+ due to 
high polarization or by mass transport limitation (graphite surface gets saturated 
because of slow Li diffusion).78–80,93,109,116,117 These conditions are usually met at low-
temperature charging or at charging with high currents,81,93,117–119 but they can be 
also produced by an inhomogeneous current or potential distribution.78,96 The 
graphite’s SEI-layer characteristics can affect the intercalation kinetics and thus en-
hance the plating condition.119,120 Li plating is also promoted by poor cell balancing 
(too high positive-to-negative electrode ratio) or geometric misfits (negative elec-
trode geometrically smaller than the positive)78,80,81,93,119,120 and by a large graphite 
particle size.80 The formation of metallic Li depositions consumes active lithium, 
decreases the coulombic efficiency, and leads to capacity fade. Furthermore, the me-
tallic Li forms a SEI-layer when in contact with the electrolyte. Thus the graphite 
electrode resistance is increased and additional electrolyte is consumed. 

For the Li4Ti5O12 negative electrode, no SEI-layer is needed due to its higher redox 
potential, and the volume change upon Li insertion/extraction is insignificant. Fur-
thermore, no Li plating takes place. These properties predict a minimal aging rate 
for Li4Ti5O12, and extremely long cycle lives have been demonstrated.41,121,122 Never-
theless, significant gas evolution (mainly H2, CO2, and CO) and consequential cell 
swelling have been reported in several studies for Li4Ti5O12 electrodes.123–127 A related 
capacity fade has been observed, too. Water reduction to H2 at the Li4Ti5O12 elec-
trode was suggested as a possible gas evolution mechanism, due to moisture con-
tamination from improperly dried materials or from the cell assembly.123,124 This 
reaction was proposed to further lead to CO2 evolution and Li-alkyl-carbonate sur-
face film deposition on the Li4Ti5O12 electrode.124 Differences in the cell assembly 
process can significantly affect the cell’s moisture content and possibly explain the 
discrepancies between different studies. However, also an interfacial reaction be-
tween the Li4Ti5O12 surface and the alkyl carbonate electrolyte solvents has been 
suggested,127 leading to similar gas evolution. Surface films comprising of organic 
species128 or inorganic LiPF6 decomposition products123,129 have been reported, too.  

For positive electrode materials, structural changes, metal dissolution, chemical 
decomposition, and surface modification are the main aging mechanisms.78,79,94,95 
For LiCoO2-, LiNiO2-, and LiMn2O4-based materials, undesirable phase transitions 
can take place at high SOCs and in over-charge conditions, leading to structure deg-
radation.95 LiMn2O4 is prone to structural changes also at the over-discharged state, 
due to Jahn-Teller distortion of Mn3+.38 The Mn4+ in Li(Ni,Co,Mn)O2 is more stable, 
but structural changes at the particle surfaces have still been observed, resulting in 
degradation of the Li migration tunnels.30,130 Phase transitions or structural disor-
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dering can cause increased volume changes upon Li insertion/extraction, thus pro-
moting contact losses. For LiFePO4, no cycling induced structural changes are pre-
dicted.91,131,132 

Due to metal dissolution, the active positive electrode material is lost, but more 
importantly, the metal ions migrate to the graphite negative electrode: they are re-
duced at the low potential and incorporated in the graphite’s SEI-layer, leading to 
increased layer growth and resistance increase.78,94,96,133 The metal dissolution is ac-
celerated by elevated temperatures, high SOC, and HF in moisture or impurity con-
taminated electrolyte.78,79,95,134 Especially the Mn dissolution from LiMn2O4 is signif-
icant.78,95,133,135 For Li(Ni,Co,Mn)O2, in addition to Mn, also Co and Ni dissolution 
has been detected.99,134 Fe dissolution from LiFePO4 has also been reported: it is re-
lated to HF contamination of the electrolyte and accelerated at elevated tempera-
tures.102,136–138 The phenomenon is attributed to HF attacking the LiFePO4 surface, 
and it is suggested to lead to formation of a resistive surface film, which comprises of 
LiPF6 decomposition products.102 According to Wang et al.,136,137 Fe-containing im-
purity phases in the LiFePO4 active material are especially susceptible to be attacked 
by HF, resulting in higher Fe dissolution rates. Carbon coating has been observed to 
stabilize the LiFePO4 surface to some extent.137  

For the high-voltage oxide positive electrodes, surface film formation has been 
proposed to take place, promoted by high SOC.95,104,105,112,114,139–141 However, the film 
character is suggested to be different from graphite’s SEI-layer, having less passivat-
ing character;104 only a slight film growth has been observed to take place during 
cycling.105 For LiFePO4, no significant surface film due to electrolyte oxidation prod-
ucts is predicted.104  

2.4 Effect of Temperature  

Different aging mechanisms take over at non-ambient temperatures. Typically, ag-
ing is faster at elevated cycling or storage temperature,92,110,142,III as all parasitic reac-
tions are accelerated. However, for cells with graphite negative electrode,92,93,143 also 
cycling at low temperatures can accelerate aging. The cycle aging rate of 
Li(Ni,Mn,Co)O2-LiMn2O4/C cell chemistry was found to be at its minimum at +25 °C 
temperature; both higher and lower temperatures were demonstrated to accelerate 
the performance degradation.92  

2.4.1 Aging at High Temperatures 

At elevated temperatures, the accelerated graphite SEI-layer degradation and de-
composition is the major aging factor.78,113,144 Partial dissolution and structural 
changes, resulting in increased amount of inorganic, higher resistance components 
(for example LiF), take place. Decomposition of the SEI-layer is predicted at tem-
peratures above +60 °C. Especially the metal dissolution from the positive electrode, 
increased at elevated temperatures, is detrimental for the SEI-layer. Due to the layer 
degradation, capacity fade and resistance increase are accelerated, and more gaseous 
products are formed. Also Li plating has been observed as a consequence of pro-
longed cycling at room temperature or higher,91,96,145,III although it is generally pre-
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dicted for low temperatures and high-rate charging. The Li plating will be discussed 
in Chapter 2.4.3 in more detail.  

For Li4Ti5O12 electrodes, the gas evolution problem has been observed to be pro-
moted by elevated temperatures.126 Due to its high potential and lack of passivating 
SEI-layer, Li4Ti5O12 is not predicted to be sensitive to positive electrode metal disso-
lution.121 However, some studies have detected Mn traces on the Li4Ti5O12 electrodes 
of cycle aged, LiMn2O4-positive electrode containing cells.123,125 For positive elec-
trodes, in addition to the increased metal dissolution, surface film formation is gen-
erally promoted at elevated temperatures.78,79,95,134 Phase transitions can be acceler-
ated, too.95  

In the present work, cycle aging of commercial, pouch-type Li(Ni,Mn,Co)O2/ 
graphite cells (40 Ah rated capacity) was studied.III Cycle aging was performed at 
three different temperature conditions: (i) room temperature, (ii) +45 °C 
charge/+45 °C discharge, and (iii) +45 °C charge/+65 °C discharge. For the +45 
°C/+65 °C condition, a prolonged cycling to 50% capacity fade was carried out, in 
order to emphasize the aging phenomena produced by the extreme aging conditions. 
The capacity fade with cycling and the cell impedance at different capacity fade con-
ditions are shown in Figure 2. In the impedance spectra, the electrodes’ polarization 
resistance was reflected as two partly overlapping semi-circles, one at higher and 
one at lower frequencies. The cell impedance growth has been attributed to increas-
ing positive electrode charge transfer resistance,97,99 seen as the lower frequency 
semi-circle growth upon cycling. The higher frequency semi-circle has been related 
to the graphite electrode and its SEI-layer resistance.101,146  

Increasing the cycling temperature from room temperature to +45 °C decreased 
the cycle life by over 20%. As the discharge temperature was further elevated to +65 
°C, the capacity fade was accelerated, and 80% of rated capacity was reached already 
after 800 cycles (70% decrease in cycle life). In general, the graphite electrode SEI-
layer growth has been identified as the main capacity fade origin for 
Li(Ni,Mn,Co)O2(-LiMn2O4)/graphite cells.92,99,147 In many cases, it has been acceler-
ated by metal dissolution at the positive electrode. Based on post-mortem analysis,III 
the cell capacity fade at room temperature was attributed in the present work to the 
SEI-layer growth at the graphite negative electrode. No obvious morphology or 
structure changes in the electrode bulks were detected. It was observed that the po-
larization resistance (Rpol) evolution was very similar at room temperature and at 
+45 °C (Figure 2b), implying that the phenomena leading to electrodes’ resistance 
growth were not significantly altered by this temperature increase.  

However, for the elevated discharge temperature (+45 °C/+65 °C condition), clear-
ly faster capacity fade and increased electrodes’ polarization resistance were demon-
strated already at 80%, but especially at 50% capacity fade (Figure 2).III The growth 
of both semi-circle resistances was observed to be accelerated at this elevated tem-
perature condition. Especially the higher frequency semi-circle, related to the graph-
ite’s SEI-layer, became clearly visible. Indeed, in post-mortem analysis, a highly re-
sistive LiF was detected on the graphite electrode by XRD, and fast SEI-layer degra-
dation is predicted due to the high    +65 °C temperature. Mechanical coating degra-
dation was observed for the Li(Ni,Mn,Co)O2 electrode, possibly due to binder mate-
rial decomposition. This can at least partly explain the low frequency resistance 
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growth. No metals from the Li(Ni,Mn,Co)O2 electrode were discovered at the graph-
ite electrode, but the sample preparation (DMC rinsing) may have removed some 
surface layers. For the cell cycled at +45 °C, some cycling-induced Li plating was 
observed. Further for the +45 °C/+65 °C condition, a drastically increased amount 
of Li depositions was detected. The promoted Li plating is concluded as the addi-
tional capacity fade origin at elevated temperatures. Interestingly, the ohmic re-
sistance (R ) at 80% shows a clear dependence on the cycling temperature.  

 

 

Figure 2. Cycle aging of commercial 40 Ah Li(Ni,Co,Mn)O2/graphite pouch-cells at different tempera-
ture conditions: room temperature (RT), +45 °C charge/+45 °C discharge (45C/45C), and +45 °C 
charge/+65 °C discharge (45C/65C).III (a) Capacity fade with cycle number; (b) cell impedance at 80% 
and (c) at 50% of rated capacity. The different Re(Z) axis scales between (b) and (c) is to be noticed.  

2.4.2 Aging at Low Temperatures 

During cycling at temperatures below 0 °C, again the graphite negative electrode is 
the main origin of aging. Rather than decreased electrolyte conductivity, the slow Li 
diffusion in the graphite electrode is the rate limiting factor for low temperature 
charging,143 and the resulting Li plating on graphite electrode is the main aging 
mechanism. Charging at temperatures below 0 °C is not recommended,81 and a sig-
nificant amount of Li is plated due to charging at -20 °C temperature with 0.2C cur-
rent,143,148 for example. The Li plating phenomenon will be discussed more in Chap-
ter 2.4.3.  

In addition, the slow Li diffusion in graphite can result in significant concentration 
gradients inside the graphite particles. As the Li insertion/extraction causes a no-
ticeable volume change, the concentration gradients can lead to diffusion-induced 
stress and eventually graphite particle cracking.149,150 The crack formation is signifi-
cantly accelerated by low temperatures (slow diffusion) and high current rates, and 
it also depends on the graphite particle size.149–151 In the study of Takahashi et al.,149 
graphite particle cracking after 100 cycles at -10 °C temperature (10C current rate) 
was confirmed. In the present work,89 a surprisingly good rate capability perfor-
mance was observed in half-cell testing of graphite electrodes, which were disassem-
bled from a low-temperature (-18 °C) cycled commercial LiFePO4/graphite cell.152 In 
the cell disassembly, the graphite electrodes were observed to be covered with a uni-
form layer of plated Li. However, in the subsequent electrochemical testing, a rela-
tively better performance was demonstrated than for graphite electrodes disassem-
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bled from a fresh reference cell. It is speculated that the enhanced performance 
could be due to an increased graphite particle surface area. This increase may be 
caused by graphite particle cracking during the low-temperature cycling. In SEM 
analysis, signs of crack formation and a broadened particle size distribution, with 
more smaller particles possibly due to the cracking, were observed for the -18 °C 
cycled graphite electrode, when compared to the fresh reference cell. SEM images of 
the graphite electrodes are presented in Figure 3.  

 

 

Figure 3. SEM images of graphite electrodes disassembled from LiFePO4/graphite cells.89 (a) -18 °C 
cycled cell (examples of crack formation indicated), (b) fresh reference cell. Due to sample preparation, 
surface deposits are seen on the graphite particles. 

For Li4Ti5O12, an excellent low-temperature behaviour is expected,153–156 and the 
performance is more limited by the electrolyte conductivity. For positive electrodes, 
the metal dissolution and surface film formation are suppressed at low tempera-
tures, and no special low-temperature related aging phenomena have been suggest-
ed.154,156–158  

2.4.3 Comparison of Li Plating at Different Temperatures 

The factors leading to Li plating and also the resulting plating morphology are dif-
ferent depending on the temperature. At higher temperatures, Li diffusion is faster 
and thus higher charge currents or otherwise high graphite electrode polarization 
due to inhomogeneous current/potential distribution are needed to induce the Li 
plating condition. Li can deposit either in a reversible or irreversible manner:93,109 
reversible plating retains electrical contact with the graphite electrode, whereas irre-
versible plating can easily lose its contact with the graphite electrode and become 
isolated, irreversibly lost dead Li.  

At low temperatures, usually a flat and uniform layer of plated Li is observed, with 
no dendrite formation.93,109 This kind of Li plating is expected to have a low surface 
area, accompanied with only moderate SEI-layer formation and high reversibility for 
the plating. The reversibly plated Li can be at least partly recovered to active, cycla-
ble Li. The Li deposition can be oxidized in a subsequent discharge cycle before the 
actual Li deintercalation,93,109,119,120,148 detected as an initial high-voltage plateau in 
the cycling curve. It can also intercalate into the graphite lattice during a rest peri-
od.143,148 On the contrary, at higher temperatures, Li plating takes place as more local 
spots, with dendritic, mossy nature, producing high surface area Li plating.93,96,III 
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This kind of Li plating is more prone to be irreversible; it results in increased 
amount of SEI-layer formation on the deposition, and it is easily exfoliated from the 
graphite electrode surface.93,III  

In the present study, signs of minor Li plating were observed already in a non-
cycled, fresh cell.III This is anticipated to be due to gas bubbles, produced in the ini-
tial SEI-layer formation during the formation cycles.79,115 The later movement of 
such gas can reveal unexploited positive electrode. This may lead to inhomogeneous 
current and potential distributions (increased current density for certain spots) and 
thus to Li plating instead of intercalation. Especially after prolonged cycling at the 
elevated +45 °C/+65 °C temperature, a significant increase in the amount of Li plat-
ing was observed.III It has been suggested that excessive SEI-layer formation can 
lead to clogging of the graphite negative electrode pores, which decreases the acces-
sible surface area and thus introduces a higher current rate to the remaining active 
areas.96 This can lead to a Li plating condition. Furthermore, a thick and highly re-
sistive SEI-layer can increase the graphite electrode polarization and thus promote 
Li plating.109 Based on the present work,III an additional, Li plating accelerating sce-
nario is suggested for prolonged cycling at elevated temperatures. Due to increased 
degradation and growth of the graphite electrode’s SEI-layer, electrolyte consump-
tion is accelerated, and lots of gaseous components are formed. At the same time, at 
high temperatures, the solubility of gases decreases, and thus an increased amount 
of gaseous components are present in the cell. Gas between the electrodes and the 
lack of electrolyte may disturb the current and potential distributions, thus promot-
ing the Li plating condition. The plated Li further reacts with the electrolyte, where-
by more electrolyte is consumed and more gas produced. On the contrary, Li plating 
at low temperatures has been suggested to be self-inhibiting due to loss of cyclable 
Li, which changes the electrodes’ capacity balance.93 As a consequence, high graphite 
electrode lithiation states, at which Li plating is more prone to take place, are no 
longer favoured. 

In the present work, the cell’s ohmic resistance was observed to increase with in-
creasing amount of Li plating.III The ohmic resistance evolution is depicted in Figure 
4. Lack of electrolyte and possible clogging of the separator pores are anticipated as 
the main origins of ohmic resistance growth. In the post-mortem analysis, adhered 
depositions were observed in the separators of the +45 °C and +45 °C/+65 °C cycled 
cells. The depositions were attributed to the plated Li and its SEI-layer, as they were 
at the same locations than Li plating at the corresponding graphite electrodes.  
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Figure 4. Ohmic resistance evolution in commercial 40 Ah Li(Ni,Co,Mn)O2/graphite pouch-cells during 
cycling at different temperature conditions: room temperature (RT), +45 °C charge/+45 °C discharge 
(45C/45C), and +45 °C charge/+65 °C discharge(45C/65C).III The state of capacity fade (80%/50% of 
rated capacity) is indicated. 

Based on the present work,III it is concluded that a post-mortem study is needed to 
unambiguously detect irreversible Li plating. As no electrical contact to the graphite 
electrode is retained, no irreversibly plated Li is expected to be oxidized during the 
subsequent discharge cycle and thus no characteristic high-voltage plateau is pro-
duced. To follow the graphite negative electrode potential and possible polarization 
below 0 V vs. Li/Li+, a separate reference electrode, mounted inside the cell, would 
be needed. The cell’s coulombic efficiency could be tracked, but it is additionally 
affected by other side reactions, such as the graphite electrode SEI-layer reactions. A 
suddenly accelerated capacity fade and resistance increase,96 or a sudden capacity 
drop159 have been suggested as signs of Li plating. Yet in the present work, no such 
behaviour was observed (Figures 2 and 4).III In addition, cell thickness measure-
ment has been proposed for Li plating diagnosis.93,160 The method was claimed to 
take into account gas formation, but the procedure was demonstrated only for rea-
sonably uniform low-temperature Li plating.160 Thus its accuracy and applicability 
for localized, dendritic Li depositions is unproved. Additionally, Li plating has been 
tracked by in-situ neutron diffraction,148 but such a measurement needs special ar-
rangements and equipment.   
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3. Li(Fe1-yMy)PO4 (M = Mn, Co, Ni) Positive 
Electrodes

As can be concluded based on Chapter 2, the graphite negative electrode is usually 
the limiting factor in terms of cell lifetime and also safety, both during low and high 
temperature operation. Li4Ti5O12, however, is intrinsically more suitable for safe op-
eration also at extreme temperatures and for achieving long lifetimes, especially if 
the gas evolution problem can be solved. As a positive electrode, LiFePO4 is a prom-
ising alternative to be paired with Li4Ti5O12, because it is also safe and stable upon 
cycling.  

To date, LiFePO4 is the only material of the LiMPO4 metal phosphate group in 
commercial use. However, when combined with Li4Ti5O12, the cell voltage and thus 
energy density are very low for transportation purposes. Higher voltage positive 
electrode materials with the same intrinsically safe structural properties would be 
more beneficial. The lack of sufficient electrochemical performance restricts the use 
of high-voltage metal phosphates (LiMnPO4, LiCoPO4, and LiNiPO4). However, cre-
ating mixed Li(Fe1-yMy)PO4 (M = Mn, Co, Ni) solid-solutions could offer improved 
performance whilst remaining the stable and safe olivine structure. Mixed composi-
tions of Li(Co,Mn)PO4161 or Li(Co,Ni)PO469,161 have been investigated, too, but the Fe 
in structure seems to be crucial for the conductivity properties.69,72 Also multi-
component systems with ternary162,163 and even quaternary164 transition metal com-
positions have been studied.  

So far, most of the studies have focused on Li(Fe1-yMny)PO4 materials, and promis-
ing results have been achieved for Li(Fe0.2Mn0.8)PO4/Li4Ti5O12 test cells.129,165 How-
ever, when a ternary Li(Fe1/3Mn1/3Co1/3)PO4 material was tested,163 the Mn2+/Mn3+ 
redox couple performance was characterized by an exceptionally large polarization 
(compared to the Fe2+/Fe3+ and Co2+/Co3+ redox regions). This was attributed to the 
intrinsically slow polaronic conduction of the Jahn-Teller distorted Mn3+. The Mn-
substituted materials were proposed to ultimately suffer from a similar issue,163 
which can potentially restrict their electrochemical performance and use in Li-ion 
batteries.  

In the present thesis, Co- and Ni-substituted materials were studied.IV,V These sys-
tems would theoretically yield higher average potentials compared to the Mn-
substituted system. In addition, the purpose was to compare the different substitu-
tion schemes at a wide compositional range in order to increase knowledge of the 
substitution-induced effects. In the following, mixed Li(Fe1-yMy)PO4 (M = Mn, Co, 
Ni) materials are considered in terms of their structure, electrochemical perfor-
mance, and delithiation/lithiation characteristics. 
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3.1 Isovalent Substitution at the Fe Site 

The Li(Fe1-yMy)PO4 phosphate structure is composed of LiO6 and (Fe/M)O6 octahe-
dra and PO4 tetrahedra. Substitution takes place at the Fe site, so that the Li atoms 
occupy the M1 site and the Fe/M atoms the M2 site. One (Fe/M)O6 octahedron 
shares corners with four other (Fe/M)O6 octahedra and edges with two LiO6 octahe-
dra.40,166 Li-ion diffusion takes place in one-dimensional channels along the b 
axis.167,168 The orthorhombic olivine structure of a mixed Li(Fe1-yMy)PO4 (M = Mn, 
Co, Ni) phosphate is presented in Figure 5.  
 

 

Figure 5. Schematic structure of the orthorhombic olivine Li(Fe1-yMy)PO4 (M = Mn, Co, Ni) in lithiated 
(left) and delithiated (right) states (image produced by Vesta).169

At low substitution levels (y  0.1), isovalent or aliovalent substitution at the Fe 
(M2) site is employed in order to enhance the conductivity properties by creating 
mixed-valence states.170–172 At the higher substitution levels (y > 0.1), isovalent sub-
stitution with M = Mn, Co, or Ni aims for a higher average potential and thus for an 
increased cell voltage and energy density. For M = Mn46,71,173–175 and Co63,71,176,V, the M 
atom has been shown to react at its own higher-voltage plateau M2+/M3+. These fea-
tures are illustrated in Figure 6, where a schematic discharge curve for a 
Li(Fe0.4Co0.6)PO4 material and the theoretical energy density (mWh/g) for different 
substitution schemes of Li(Fe1-yMy)PO4 (M = Mn, Co, Ni) are presented.   
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Figure 6. (a) Schematic discharge curve for a mixed Li(Fe0.4Co0.6)PO4 material; (b) the theoretical 
energy density of Li(Fe1-yMy)PO4 (M = Mn, Co, Ni) materials at different y. The energy densities are 
calculated based on theoretical specific capacities and redox potentials (3.4 V vs. Li/Li+ for Fe2+/Fe3+,
4.1 V for Mn2+/Mn3+, 4.8 V for Co2+/Co3+, and 5.1 V for Ni2+/Ni3+).

The ionic radii and the d-electron configurations for the high-spin, 6-coordinated 
(Fe/M)2+ and (Fe/M)3+ valence states are presented in Table 2. In addition, the pre-
dicted Jahn-Teller activity is indicated. 

Table 2. Ionic radius,177 d-electron configuration, and predicted Jahn-Teller effects of M2+ and M3+ (M = 
Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) in high-spin 6-coordinated states. 

M Ionic radius 
(M2+), Å 

M2+d-electron 
configuration 

Jahn-
Teller
effect

Ionic radius 
(M3+), Å 

M3+d-electron 
configuration 

Jahn-
Teller
effect

Mn 0.830 d5 - 0.645 d4 strong 
Fe 0.780 d6 weak 0.645 d5 - 
Co 0.745 d7 weak 0.61 d6 weak 
Ni 0.690 d8 - 0.60 d7 weak 

3.1.1 Effect on Lattice Parameters 

In XRD, the solid-solution formation is observed as a continuous shift of diffraction 
peaks with the changing lattice parameters, according to Vergard’s law. The lattice 
parameter evolution in the solid-solution series of Li(Fe1-yMy)PO4 (M = Mn,175 Co,IV 
NiIV) is presented in Figure 7. Additionally, the product a * c is depicted, estimating 
the Li diffusion channel area.63,168  
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According to Figure 7, the lattice parameters show different dependencies on the 
M2+ ionic radius. For the larger-sized Mn substituent, all the lattice parameters, a, b, 
and c, increase with increasing y,175,178 thus resulting in isotropic unit cell volume 
increase. For both Co and Ni substitution schemes (smaller-sized M2+), the a and b 
lattice parameters were observed to decrease.IV However, although the c parameter 
slightly decreased for the smaller Ni substituent, a minor increase was shown for the 
Co-substituted system,IV in spite of Co2+ being smaller than Fe2+. Furthermore, 
changes in the c parameter are overall more subtle compared to those of a and b 
parameters.  

In the a direction, the olivine structure can be considered as MO6 layers connected 
by PO4 and Li. The main contribution to the layer thickness and a parameter arises 
from the MO6 and is thus strongly affected by the radius of the metal cation M2+.71,179 
However, in the b and c directions, also the size of PO4 tetrahedra (P-O bond length) 
affects the MO6 size.71 For the b axis, the arrangement is stiffer, but along the c axis, 
the structure is more flexible. This has been attributed to the ability of the MO6 oc-
tahedra to tilt,179 explaining the minor changes in c parameter. However, the increas-
ing c parameter in the Co-substitution scheme suggests additional interactions.71 In 
addition to the size differences, the Co2+ and Ni2+ show differing Jahn-Teller activi-
ties (Table 2). This might affect the size-inconsistent c parameter behaviour. 

As a consequence of changing lattice parameters, the unit cell volume and the Li 
diffusion area (a * c in Figure 7) expand for increasing Mn substitution level. For the 
Co and Ni substitutions, a clearly decreased volume for Li diffusion was predicted, 
especially for the smaller-sized Ni substituent.V

Figure 7. Lattice parameter evolution with substitution level y in the solid-solution series of Li(Fe1-

yMy)PO4 (M = Mn,175 Co,IV NiIV). The product a * c estimates the Li diffusion channel area.  
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3.1.2 Effect on Fe Local Structure 

Changes in the local structure of Fe are predicted with substitution, as the bond 
lengths and octahedral distortion change. The chemical environment of Fe can be 
probed with 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy, where a specific -radiation source (here 
57Co) is used to excite 57Fe isotopes. As a result, a recoil-free, resonant absorption 
and emission of -rays is produced in the solid lattice (Mössbauer effect). The radia-
tion source is accelerated through different velocities in order to slightly alter the -
ray energies (Doppler effect), because changes in the chemical environment shift the 
57Fe nuclear energies. The velocity at which the Mössbauer effect is observed is thus 
characteristic for a certain Fe local environment.   

The Fe valence state is reflected in the isomer shift (IS) with respect to -Fe. In the 
Mössbauer spectrum, this is shown as the location (midpoint) of the corresponding 
doublet at the velocity axis. Characteristic IS values for the Fe2+ the Fe3+ components 
in olivine structure (octahedral FeO6 coordination) are around 1.2 mm/s and 0.4 
mm/s,44,180–182,IV respectively. The asymmetry of the surrounding electrical environ-
ment is displayed in an increasing quadrupole splitting value (QS). This is observed 
as the doublet width at the velocity axis. In general, the high distortion of the FeO6 
octahedra in LiFePO4 results in exceptionally large QS values. Moreover, due to the 
asymmetric charge distribution around Fe2+ (d6 in Fe2+O6),183 larger QS values are 
observed for Fe2+ than for Fe3+ (d5 in Fe3+O6). A schematic of an 57Fe Mössbauer 
spectrum is shown in Figure 8 for a partially delithiated LixFePO4 sample, where 
both Fe2+ and Fe3+ are present.  

 

 

Figure 8. Schematic 57Fe Mössbauer spectrum for a partially delithiated LixFePO4 sample, where Fe2+

and Fe3+ show their characteristic doublets. Inset shows how isomer shift and quadrupole splitting 
values are reflected in the doublet location and width at the velocity axis.  

For substituted materials, an effect of the next-nearest-neighboring M on the Fe 
local electrical environment is generally predicted,181,182,184 as one FeO6 shares cor-
ners with four other (Fe/M)O6 octahedra. The local environment of Fe can be altered 
by the different size or valence state of M.181 However, as the FeO6 octahedron shares 
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edges with two neighboring LiO6 octahedra, also the M1 site occupancy (occupied by 
Li or vacant) can affect the local structure.  

For Li(Fe,Ni)PO4 powders, a very slightly but still consistently increasing quadru-
pole splitting value of the Fe2+ doublet with increasing Ni content was observed.IV 
Corresponding results were reported by Lee et al.185 As the M1 site in Li(Fe,Ni)PO4 is 
fully occupied by Li, the changes must be due to the next-nearest Ni neighbors. The 
slight increase in the quadrupole splitting indicates a minor growth in the environ-
ment asymmetry with increasing Ni content. It may be induced by the smaller-sized 
Ni-substituent or by the different Jahn-Teller activities of Fe2+ and Ni2+. Interesting-
ly, no similar trend was seen for the Co-substituted counterparts.IV The dissimilar c 
parameter behaviour might imply a differing distortion between the Ni and Co sub-
stitution schemes. This could be related to the slightly different quadrupole splitting 
trends between increasing substitution levels of Ni and Co.  

Although the delithiation state of LixFePO4 is changed, that is the 
LiFe2+PO4/Fe3+PO4 ratio varies (due to the two-phase reaction mechanism, see 
Chapter 3.3.1), the Mössbauer parameters remain constant.180,IV This reflects the 
constant phase compositions (constant Fe2+ and Fe3+ local environments). Interest-
ingly, in the present work, much more significant changes were revealed as the 
mixed Lix(Fe1-yMy)PO4 (M = Co, Ni) compositions were investigated.IV In Mössbauer 
measurements, the effect of isovalent substitution at the M2 site has been observed 
to have only a negligible effect on the Fe2+ local environment.182,184,186,IV On the other 
hand, a significant change in the electrical environment around the Fe3+ component 
has been demonstrated.182,184,185,IV At room temperature, one doublet was observed 
for Fe3+ in partially delithiated Lix(Fe1-yCoy)PO4 (x = y).182 At 5 K temperature, two 
overlapping subspectra for the Fe3+ component were reported,182,184 due to the better 
spectral resolution. Rusakov et al.182 and Novikova et al.184 attributed the appearance 
of two separate subspectra to the Co distribution: one Fe3+ subspectrum was similar 
to the unsubstituted FePO4 sample, having only Fe at the neighboring M2 site (4Fe), 
and the second to Fe3+ with one Co neighbor (3Fe1Co). However, with increasing y, 
no further subspectrum, corresponding to two Co neighbors (2Fe2Co), emerged. 
Moreover, the subspectra relative ratios did not match a random Co distribution; it 
was concluded that the Co is orderly distributed in a way that each Fe has no more 
than one Co in the nearest environment.182,184  

In the present work,IV the effect of Co and Ni substitution on the Fe2+ and Fe3+ lo-
cal environments was studied at (i) approx. halfway of the Fe2+/Fe3+ redox region 
(equal amounts of Fe2+ and Fe3+ present) and (ii) fully-charged (4.99 V vs. Li/Li+) 
state (only Fe3+ present). Figure 9 shows the fitted doublets for the Fe2+/Fe3+ and 
Fe3+ components in (i) and (ii) measurement schemes, respectively. For higher y, the 
total amount of Fe was decreased, and thus the relative spectral intensity is smaller. 
Only insignificant changes in the Fe2+ doublet were observed with varying y. On the 
contrary, the Fe3+ doublet showed a clearly decreasing quadrupole splitting with 
increasing y. 
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Figure 9. 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy results for Lix(Fe1-yMy)PO4 (M = Co, Ni) materials at different 
delithiation states x and substitution levels y.IV (a) Fitted Fe2+ and Fe3+ doublets at approx. halfway of 
the Fe2+/Fe3+ redox region, (b) fitted Fe3+ doublet(s) at fully-charged (4.99 V vs. Li/Li+) state. Only for y
= 0, a minor Fe2+ doublet (approx. 3% relative area) was observed at the fully-charged state.  

In the present work, changes in the Fe3+ Mössbauer spectrum were attributed pri-
marily to the neighboring M1 site occupancy.IV Li et al.181 argued that the M2 site 
local environment is more affected by the M1 site than by the neighboring M2 site. 
This was explained by the shorter distance between the edge-sharing M1 and M2 
sites compared to the corner-sharing neighboring M2 sites. At the Fe2+/Fe3+ redox 
region, the presence of M2+ was anticipated to introduce an increased Li occupancy 
at the neighboring M1 site. Thus if a random M2+ distribution is assumed, Fe3+ is 
expected to experience Li next-nearest-neighbors. According to Figure 9a, this pro-
duces a higher symmetry for its electrical environment (decreasing QS with increas-
ing y), when compared to y = 0. This suggested dominating contribution of the 
neighboring M1 site is supported by the fact that both Co and Ni substitution 
schemes gave uniform results (different M at the M2 site) in the present work.IV 
Yamada et al.178 reported a similar effect for a Lix(Fe,Mn)PO4 material. They discov-
ered a smaller quadrupole splitting value for the Fe3+ doublet in Li0.6(Fe0.4Mn0.6)PO4 
(x = 0.6) compared to the delithiated (Fe0.4Mn0.6)PO4 (x = 0) composition.  

As the fully-charged samples were considered in the present work (Figure 9b), the 
Ni substitution scheme showed somewhat smaller quadrupole splitting values in 
comparison to Co substitution or y = 0.IV This could originate from the residual Li in 
the Ni-substituted samples, due to a lack of Ni2+/Ni3+ couple activity. For the Co-
substitution scheme, a more complete delithiation was anticipated. The y = 0.2 
sample showed an Fe3+ doublet very similar to the Fe3+ doublet in y = 0 com-
pound.IV This is attributed to a vacant neighboring M1 site. For y = 0.6, two Fe3+ 
doublets were observed: again one corresponding to y = 0 and one with a smaller 
quadrupole splitting value.IV Presence of Fe3+ in an additional phase with residual 
Li, due to poor Co2+/Co3+ kinetics and incomplete delithiation, was speculated. This 
would explain the appearance of two different doublets. For y = 0 (LiFePO4), due to 
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phase separation to LiFe2+PO4 and Fe3+PO4, the neighboring M1 site of Fe3+ remains 
vacant for varying delithiation states: no difference in the Fe3+ doublet between the 
partially- and fully-delithiated compositions were observed (between Figures 9a and 
9b).IV 

3.2 Electrochemical Performance 

In general, when optimizing the electrochemical performance for high energy densi-
ties, the amount of Fe should be sufficient for ensuring adequate conductivity prop-
erties. On the other hand, the amount of M should be as a high as possible for in-
creased average potential. With optimized carbon coating and particle size minimi-
zation, the electrical conductivity can be improved and Li diffusion enhanced. Also 
high-voltage electrolytes or electrolyte additives should be designed for improving 
stability at the high-potential M2+/M3+ plateau and diminishing parasitic electrolyte 
oxidation reactions.  

3.2.1 M2+/M3+ Redox Couple Activity 

Although performance degradation has been demonstrated for Li(Fe1-yMny) 
PO440,46,174,187–189 and Li(Fe1-yCoy)PO460,63,71,176,190,V materials at higher substitution 
levels y, the Mn2+/Mn3+ and Co2+/Co3+ redox couples show reversible electrochemical 
activity. However, the Ni2+/Ni3+ couple is significantly more difficult to activate in a 
reversible manner. For LiNiPO4, reversible electrochemical delithiation/lithiation 
has been only rarely demonstrated, possibly at least partly due to the insufficient 
conductivity properties. Wolfenstine et al.67 prepared LiNiPO4 materials under dif-
ferent synthesis conditions; only the samples with electrically conductive phosphide 
impurities and an additional carbon coating showed electrochemical activity. Fur-
thermore, the graphitic carbon foam/LiNiPO4 composites (with 90 wt-% carbon) 
prepared by Dimesso et al.68 have shown reversible electrochemical activity (oxida-
tion at 5.1 – 5.3 V and reduction at 4.9 V vs. Li/Li+). For the mixed Li(Fe,Ni)PO4 
compositions, the presence of Fe should improve the electrical conductivity and in-
crease the volume for Li diffusion. Despite this, poor results have been 
achieved.70,71,191,V  

Qing et al.191 were able to chemically extract over 95% of the Li from a 
Li(Fe0.4Ni0.6)PO4 sample; by electrochemical charging, only 41% delithiation was 
achieved, corresponding almost entirely to the Fe2+/Fe3+ redox couple. However, for 
a Li(Fe0.2Ni0.8)PO4/C sample with carbon-coated particles, an initial Ni2+/Ni3+ oxida-
tion peak at 5.2 V vs. Li/Li+ was detected in the study of Wang et al.70 Nevertheless, 
no reduction reaction was observed in the subsequent reduction scan, and only the 
Fe2+/Fe3+ redox couple showed reversible reactions. Similar results were obtained in 
the present study.V Figure 10 presents the initial cyclic voltammetry (CV) scan for 
Li(Fe1-yNiy)PO4/C samples. In addition, redox peak areas corresponding to the 
amount of oxidized/reduced material are shown. The materials were prepared with 5 
wt-% addition of sucrose, whereby a carbon-coating of approx. 1 - 2 wt-% was 
achieved.IV,V Oxidation activity in the high-potential (> 4.4 V vs. Li/Li+) region was 
shown only during the first delithiation, and it was attributed to partial oxidation of 
the Ni2+/Ni3+ couple (Figure 10b).V However, no activity at high potentials was de-
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tected in the following reduction scan, and only the Fe2+/Fe3+ couple showed re-
versible reactions (Figure 10a). This was regardless of the studied wide range of y, 
from high to low Fe contents.  

 

 

Figure 10. Electrochemical performance of Li(Fe1-yNiy)PO4/C materials in cyclic voltammetry at 0.05 
mV/s scan rate.V (a) - (b) The initial delithiation-lithiation cycle. (c) Peak areas for Ni2+/Ni3+ and (d) 
Fe2+/Fe3+ redox couples. In (c) and (d), the theoretical values are shown for comparison. 

A common restraint in activating the Ni2+/Ni3+ couple in Li(Fe,Ni)PO4 seems to be 
the poor electrical conductivity, consistent with the results for LiNiPO4 materials. 
The small volume for Li diffusion (Figure 7) may hinder the Ni2+/Ni3+ couple activa-
tion, too. Nevertheless, electrochemical activity, although not reversible, has been 
demonstrated only for materials with carbon coated particles.70,V Surprisingly, in the 
present work, the amount of oxidized Ni actually increased with increasing Ni con-
tent y (Figure 10c).V An opposite behaviour would be expected, based on the general 
effect of Fe in the mixed phosphate materials. In the XRD characterization, Ni3P and 
Li4O7P2 impurities were detected for the Li(Fe1-yNiy)PO4/C active material powders 
at y  0.6.IV The amount of impurities was observed to increase with increasing y; 
especially for y = 1 it was considerable. Ni3P impurities are produced due to the syn-
thesis conditions (carbon-containing precursors or carbon additive heated in Ar at-
mosphere), and they are known to show a high electrical conductivity.192,193 Thus the 
enhanced Ni2+/Ni3+ couple oxidation at higher Ni contents is attributed at least part-
ly to the conductivity enhancing Ni3P impurities, consistently with results discussed 
for LiNiPO4.67  

 In general, for LiNiPO4 materials, clearly larger oxidation responses have been 
found compared to the reduction direction, implying that the lithiation (Li insertion) 
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reaction is more hindered than the delithiation (Li extraction).67,70,V It seems that the 
Li(Fe,Ni)PO4 materials show the same characteristic, as electrochemical activity has 
been reported only for the first, initial delithiation.70,V In the present work, it was 
observed that the Ni2+/Ni3+ redox couple shows the partial oxidation at significantly 
lower potentials than the predicted 5.1 V vs. Li/Li+ (Figure 10b).V In addition, the 
varying Fe content did not appear to affect the peak position. Gangulibabu et al.194 
claimed to have measured oxidation peak for LiNiPO4 at 3.82 V and reduction peak 
at 3.4 V vs. Li/Li+ (inside 2.8 – 4.8 V cycling range). Rommel et al.73 however specu-
lated that this redox activity was not related to the Ni2+/Ni3+ redox couple, as the 
potential was significantly lower than the expected > 5 V. Croy et al.195 found that 
Ni2+ was oxidized to Ni3+ already at 4.3 V vs. Li/Li+ in the LiNiPO4-coating of a 
Li2MnO3·LiCoO2 material. However, it was discovered that Ni2+ had actually dis-
placed the Li in the transition metal layers of Li2MnO3 domains. Taking this into 
consideration, a structural change could explain the low potential of the Ni2+/Ni3+ 
oxidation peak in the present work. Nevertheless, no signs of structural destruction 
were revealed in ex-situ XRD analysis of cycled electrodes, and the Fe2+/Fe3+ redox 
couple in the Li(Fe1-yNiy)PO4 materials showed reversible and stable electrochemical 
activity (Figure 10d).V 

The intrinsic difficulty in activating Ni versus Co is also reflected in studies inves-
tigating Li(Co,Ni)PO4 materials. Wolfenstine et al.69 expected their Li(Co1-yNiy)PO4 
samples (no carbon coating) to show a higher electrical conductivity compared to 
pure LiNiPO4. However, electrochemical activity was demonstrated only for the 
Co2+/Co3+ redox couple, and the presence of varying amounts of Ni had no effect. 
Rommel et al.179 prepared carbon-coated Li(Co1-yNiy)PO4/C materials. For y = 1 
(LiNiPO4), a broad oxidation peak during the first charge was shown already at 4.46 
– 4.62 V vs. Li/Li+. This peak was however claimed to appear at a too low potential 
for the Ni2+/Ni3+ couple oxidation and attributed to either irreversible structural 
changes or formation of a passivating SEI-layer. No clear oxidation response above 
5.0 V was demonstrated, but interference of overlapping parasitic electrolyte oxida-
tion reactions was speculated. For y = 0.66, no oxidation response near the 4.6 V 
was observed. However, for y = 0.33, a similar oxidation peak as for the y = 1 com-
pound was distinguished. Additionally, a small reversible response around 5 V vs. 
Li/Li+ for the y = 0.33 was speculated. Based on the present work,V the distinct ac-
tivity of the y = 1 (LiNiPO4) sample in comparison to the y = 0.66 sample could be 
due to an enhanced electrical conductivity: Rommel et al.179 reported Ni3P impuri-
ties for the y = 1 composition. For the y = 0.33 compound, the higher amount of Co 
might have improved the conductivity.  

3.2.2 Shift of Redox Potentials 

A mutual influence of Fe and M on the redox potentials has been demonstrated. Fig-
ure 11 shows the Fe2+/Fe3+ discharge plateau during galvanostatic cycling and the 
average redox potential (midpoint of oxidation and reduction peaks in CV measure-
ments) for Li(Fe,Co/Ni)PO4 materials. For Co substitution, an upward shift in the 
lower Fe2+/Fe3+ couple potential and a downward shift in the higher Co2+/Co3+ cou-
ple potential were observed in the present work.V This corresponds to the results 
reported for Co- and Mn-substituted materials in other studies.63,173,178,196 For the Ni 
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substitution scheme, a similar upward shift in the Fe2+/Fe3+ couple potential was 
demonstrated.V  

Due to two different metal species co-existing at the same M2 lattice site, the aver-
age M-O bond covalence is changed with substitution. In comparison to the end-
members (y = 0 or 1), an increased covalence results in higher redox energy and thus 
a decreased redox potential. Correspondingly, a decreased covalence increases the 
redox potential. The altered M-O covalence can either arise from a changed electro-
negativity or a changed M-O bond length.196 For the Mn-substituted materials, the 
shift of redox potentials has been attributed to the larger-sized Mn2+, which elon-
gates the M-O bond.173,196 Additionally, the Fe3+–O–Mn2+ superexchange interac-
tions can destabilize the higher-potential Mn2+/Mn3+ couple and increase its redox 
energy.40,178,196  

For the smaller-sized Co substituent, the redox potential shift has been assigned to 
Co being less electropositive than Fe,196  which decreases the average M-O bond co-
valence. As a result, the Fe2+/Fe3+ couple redox potential increases and the Co2+/Co3+ 
potential decreases. Superexchange interactions might also affect the Co2+/Co3+ cou-
ple potential.196 In the present work, it was anticipated that the Ni substituent, being 
smaller and even less electropositive than Co, shows a corresponding effect.V This 
would explain the increased Fe2+/Fe3+ redox potentials in Li(Fe,Ni)PO4 materials. 
However, no impact on the Ni2+/Ni3+ couple response was detected (Figure 10), but 
again, no reversible Ni2+/Ni3+ redox peaks were demonstrated. 
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Figure 11. Shift of redox potentials in Li(Fe1-yMy)PO4 (M = Co, Ni) materials.V (a) Galvanostatic 
Fe2+/Fe3+ discharge plateau at 0.1C rate (preceding charge cut-off voltage 4.1 V vs. Li/Li+), (b) average 
potential of redox peaks in cyclic voltammetry (scan rate 0.05 mV/s). 

3.2.3 Dependence on Substitution Level  

For Li(Fe1-yMny)PO4 materials, the optimal electrochemical performance has been 
proposed for substitution levels of 0.6  y  0.8.46,129,165,174,197,198 In the present work, 
Li(Fe1-yCoy)PO4 materials were tested at different current rates,V and the obtained 
discharge energy densities (specific capacity * average potential) are shown in Figure 
12. In addition, the Co2+/Co3+ redox peak areas from CV measurements are present-
ed. It is concluded that compositions of 0.2  y  0.6 show comparable or even 
higher energy densities in comparison to y = 0 (LiFePO4).   

For the higher substitution levels y, although higher potentials were achieved, the 
discharge capacities were poor and the polarization with increasing current rate was 
more pronounced. It was assumed that the high Co2+/Co3+ redox potential combined 
with the high polarization did not allow the oxidation reaction to be fully completed 
before the charge cut-off voltage (4.9 V vs. Li/Li+).V A higher charge-voltage limit of 
4.99 V was tested, but it resulted in accelerated capacity fade, although the initial 
capacity values were increased. This emphasizes the high-potential problematics. In 
this sense the slight, Fe-induced decrease in the Co2+/Co3+ redox potential (Figure 
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11b) is very beneficial. The Co2+/Co3+ redox peak areas showed a growing deviation 
from the theoretical value with increasing y, as presented in Figure 12b. Most prob-
ably the electrical conductivity or the volume for Li diffusion are not sufficient at 
higher y, which again emphasizes the performance enhancing influence of Fe. 

  

 

Figure 12. The dependence of Li(Fe1-yCoy)PO4 electrochemical performance on substitution level y.V
(a) Discharge energy density at different current rates (4.9 V vs. Li/Li+ charge cut-off voltage). 1C de-
fines a current that (dis)charges the cell’s theoretical capacity in one hour. (b) Co2+/Co3+ redox peak 
areas in cyclic voltammetry (0.05 mV/s scan rate). Theoretical values are shown for comparison.  

3.3 Delithiation/Lithiation Characteristics

For EV/HEV applications, for example, fast-charging is needed for efficient opera-
tion. For an optimal performance, in addition to a good electronic conductivity, the 
Li diffusion should be fast. The conductivity properties of LiMPO4 materials have 
been improved by decreasing the particle size and coating the particles with carbon, 
but also the delithiation/lithiation (charge/discharge) mechanism has an effect. For 
high charge and discharge rates, the two-phase reaction mechanism is considered to 
be rate limiting.199 Interestingly, the delithiation/lithiation mechanism varies with 
changing M in LiMPO4 and with the isovalent Fe site substitution.  
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3.3.1 End Members LiMPO4 (M = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni)  

The reaction mechanism of LiFePO4 is still under active discussion.43 Generally, the 
delithiation/lithiation is accepted to proceed as a two-phase reaction, where the ra-
tio of LiFePO4 and FePO4 phases varies but the phase compositions remain constant. 
The volume difference between the lithiated/delithiated phases is approx. 6.5%.40 
Different models for this two-phase transition have been presented, for example the 
core-shell or shrinking core,40,200 domino-cascade,201 and mosaic models.202 Addi-
tionally, the two-phase structure co-existence as either intra-particle (two-phase co-
existence inside an individual particle) or inter-particle (all individual particles in 
either delithiated or lithiated form) has been discussed.203,204 The phase separation 
produces a kinetic limitation due to single Fe valence (Fe2+ in LiFePO4 and Fe3+ in 
FePO4), as it results in low carrier density.40,172 Furthermore, the two-phase reaction 
is restricted by the required nucleation and growth steps of the second phase, in 
comparison to a single-phase solid-solution mechanism.199 Thus a diffusional solid-
solution pathway would be beneficial for a high rate capability. In fact, the practical 
rate capabilities achieved for LiFePO4-based cells are surprisingly high when com-
pared to the predicted theoretical performance,205 which puts the current view of the 
two-phase reaction mechanism in doubt. 

Single-phase solid-solution regions in LiFePO4 materials have been predicted for 
extreme conditions: high temperatures206 or extremely small, nano-scale 
particles.207,208 However, narrow single-phase regions in LixFePO4 have been sug-
gested to exist at room temperature outside the LiFePO4/FePO4 miscibility gap, near 
the initial and final stages of delithiation.209,210 More recently, experimental evidence 
of wider single-phase regions has been collected at very high current rates (  
10C).211,212 In addition to the continuous solid-solution regions, metastable interme-
diate phases (x = 0.6 – 0.75212 or x = 2/3213) have also been suggested.  

Despite the same olivine structure, the delithiation/lithiation reaction of LiCoPO4 
proceeds in two steps through an intermediate phase. The mechanism consists of 
two two-phase regions, LiCoPO4 LixCoPO4 and LixCoPO4 CoPO4,55 where x = 
0.755,214 or x = 2/3.57 In addition, x = 0.2 – 0.45 composition has been suggested.215 
However, broad co-existence ranges have been observed for the three phases due to 
slow kinetics. Additionally, a single-phase solid-solution region is speculated to exist 
in the beginning of delithiation/end of lithiation.55,57 The reaction mechanism pro-
ceeding through an intermediate phase has not yet been fully explained. Neverthe-
less, the formation of the delithiated CoPO4 phase is suggested to be energetically 
less favourable in comparison to FePO4,57,216 and the intermediate LixCoPO4 phase is 
proposed to be at least metastable.214 In practice, the delithiation/lithiation mecha-
nism has been reported to produce two oxidation peaks or charge plateaus.60,217,218,V 
However, for the lithiation (discharge) direction, only one single response is often 
resolved.215,217,218,V It is worth noticing that the metastable phases suggested for 
LixFePO4212,213 show a compositional analogy with the intermediate LixCoPO4 

phase.55,57,214 
For LiMnPO4, a two-phase reaction takes place, but the volume change between 

lithiated/delithiated phases is higher (almost 9% or over),219,220 when compared to 
LiFePO4. For LiNiPO4, no unambiguous data of the reaction mechanism are availa-
ble, but a two-phase mechanism has been speculated.221  
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3.3.2 Mixed Li(Fe,M)PO4 (M = Mn, Co, Ni) 

For the mixed metal phosphate materials, wide single-phase solid-solution regions 
have been demonstrated also at equilibrium conditions. The particle size, morpholo-
gy, and experimental conditions may significantly affect the solid-solution composi-
tion existence. 

For Lix(Fe1-yMny)PO4 materials, Yamada et al.46,174 first reported a change in the 
Fe2+/Fe3+ couple redox reaction mechanism: the Fe2+/Fe3+ two-phase reaction was 
gradually converted to a single-phase solid-solution mechanism with increasing Mn 
content y. For y > 0.6, pure single-phase mechanism was observed for the Fe2+/Fe3+ 
region. Interestingly, the Mn2+/Mn3+ redox reaction was suggested to proceed com-
pletely via a two-phase mechanism for all y. However, Yamada et al.46,174 used a 
chemical delithiation method, and contradictory results have been presented. A nar-
row solid-solution region around x  y (0.55 < x < 0.7 for y = 0.6222 and 0.5  x  
0.6 for y = 0.5223) has been suggested, but wider solid-solution ranges have been 
proposed, too.175,224–226 

According to the calculations of Malik et al.,227 a single-phase domain is expected 
at intermediate delithiation states for Lix(Fe1-yMny)PO4 materials. The single-phase 
composition is centered at x  y, extending to the Mn2+/Mn3+ region. The single-
phase appearance was attributed to the random distribution of Mn in the structure, 
diluting the interactions leading to phase separation in the end-member composi-
tions (y = 0 or 1): the strong Mn2+-Li+ attractive and Fe3+-Li+ repulsive interactions 
interfere with each other. The contradiction with experimental studies,46,174 showing 
a pure two-phase mechanism for the Mn2+/Mn3+ redox reaction, was explained by 
the strong Jahn-Teller effect of Mn3+.227 The Jahn-Teller effect leads to a severe lat-
tice distortion, which is not well predicted by the calculation model. Thus in prac-
tice, a stronger phase-separation interaction is assumed for the Mn2+/Mn3+ region. 
Malik et al.227 speculated that the scenario of interfering interactions would be appli-
cable to other metal phosphates, too.  

For Lix(Fe1-yNiy)PO4 materials, the effect of Ni substitution on the Fe2+/Fe3+ redox 
couple appears not to be examined before. For Lix(Fe1-yCoy)PO4, substitution-
induced changes in the redox mechanisms have been suggested.63,161 In the present 
work, indications of solid-solution compositions in the Fe2+/Fe3+ redox couple re-
gion were observed for both Lix(Fe1-yCoy)PO4 and Lix(Fe1-yNiy)PO4 materials at high-
er y.V The XRD patterns measured for ex-situ electrode samples at approx. halfway 
of the Fe2+/Fe3+ redox region (equal amounts of Fe2+ and Fe3+ present)  are shown in 
Figure 13. At the Fe2+/Fe3+ region, similar changes in phase compositions with in-
creasing y were demonstrated for both Co and Ni substitution schemes: the two-
phase composition of y = 0 is preserved in the y = 0.2 samples (Figure 13a), whereas 
the y = 0.6 samples appear to be in a single phase (Figure 13b). Differing phase 
compositions can exist at other delithiation states, but it is concluded that for higher 
y (y = 0.6), indications of a single-phase domain are found at the Fe2+/Fe3+ redox 
region. Thus corresponding to the discussed Lix(Fe1-yMny)PO4 materials, the 
Fe2+/Fe3+ redox couple delithiation characteristics depend on the substitution level 
y. 

Kosova et al.63 claimed that Lix(Fe1-yCoy)PO4 materials would show a single-phase 
delithiation mechanism at all x (both Fe2+/Fe3+ and Co2+/Co3+ redox regions) for y  
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0.5. Concerning the Fe2+/Fe3+ redox couple, the present study showed contradictory 
results, as similar two-phase structures were suggested for y = 0 and y = 0.2 (Figure 
13a). However, for the Co2+/Co3+ redox couple, consistent results were obtained.V 
The measured cyclic voltammograms for Li(Fe1-yCoy)PO4 materials at different sub-
stitution levels y are presented in Figure 14. The effect of increasing Fe content (de-
creasing y) is observed as a replacement of the two Co2+/Co3+ oxidation peaks by a 
single peak for y < 0.6. For y = 0.6, a small shoulder on the low-potential side is ob-
served, and for y = 0.8 and 1, a double peak was demonstrated. The double peak is 
attributed to a two-step mechanism, known for y = 1 (LiCoPO4) materials, and a sin-
gle peak implies a one-step process. Thus a change in the Co2+/Co3+ delithia-
tion/lithiation mechanism is suggested for higher Fe contents y < 0.6. For the reduc-
tion reaction, a single peak was produced at all y, corresponding to results presented 
for LiCoPO4 materials. 

 

 

Figure 13. X-ray diffraction patterns for Lix(Fe1-yMy)PO4 (M = Co, Ni) ex-situ electrode samples at ap-
prox. halfway of the Fe2+/Fe3+ redox region.V (a) y = 0.2 and (b) y = 0.6 substitution levels in compari-
son to y = 0. The division of reflections into different phases is shown. 
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Figure 14. Cyclic voltammograms for Li(Fe1-yCoy)PO4 materials at different substitution levels y (0.05 
mV/s scan rate).V The corresponding Co2+/Co3+ redox peak positions are indicated for y = 0.6 – 1.0. For 
y < 0.6 (shown in the inset), only one Co2+/Co3+ oxidation/reduction peak was observed.  

Interestingly, a similar substitution-induced effect on the Co2+/Co3+ redox couple 
has been observed for Li(Co,Ni)PO4 materials. Rommel et al.179 reported a two-step 
Co2+/Co3+ redox reaction (two oxidation peaks) for Li(Co0.66Ni0.33)PO4 composition, 
but no double peak character was indicated or demonstrated for Li(Co0.33Ni0.66)PO4. 
This suggests that the presence of Ni has a similar effect on the Co2+/Co3+ redox 
mechanism as was observed for Fe,63,V and also the required substitution levels seem 
to correspond each other (< 60% Co).  

Single-phase existence has been proposed also for other mixed substitution 
schemes, including Li(Co0.6Mn0.4)PO4,161 Li(Fe1/3Mn1/3Co1/3)PO4,163 
Li(Fe0.75Zn0.25)PO4,228 and Li(Fe0.3Mn0.2Mg0.5)PO4229 materials. For example, the 
electrochemically inactive Mg substituent in Li(Fe0.3Mn0.2Mg0.5)PO4 was claimed to 
reduce the lattice strain upon the delithiation/lithiation reaction by decreasing the 
lattice mismatch and thus suppressing the phase separation.229 Due to this, a single-
phase composition was proposed also for the Mn2+/Mn3+ region, different from the 
behaviour of Li(Fe,Mn)PO4.  

Figure 15 presents the volume decrease from the lithiated to the delithiated phase 
for different metal phosphate materials. It is to be noticed that in case of the inactive 
Mg substituent, the lattice volume change is between Li(Fe0.3Mn0.2Mg0.5)PO4 and 
Li0.5(Fe0.3Mn0.2Mg0.5)PO4.229 As a general trend, it is observed that upon increasing 
substitution level y, the volume change between lithiated/delithiated phases de-
creases for most of the materials. An exception is the Lix(Fe0.4Mn0.6)PO4 
compound,178 for which the overall volume change is clearly higher than for other 
substitution schemes. However, the volume change between x = 1 and x = 0.6 
(Fe2+/Fe3+) is only 1.8%, but a significantly larger difference of 7.1% was indicated 
between x = 0.6 and x = 0 (Mn2+/Mn3+). Thus the two-phase Mn2+/Mn3+ region 
seems to be responsible for the large lattice volume change between x = 0 and x = 1 
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compositions. Furthermore, for LiNiPO4, the lattice volume change calculated with 
the GGA+U method66 is exceptionally small.  

Based on Figure 15, it seems that the discussed appearance of single-phase solid-
solution regions is connected to the substitution-induced decrease in the volume 
change between lithiated and delithiated compositions. When the unit cell volumes 
of lithiated/delithiated forms were considered,V especially the volume of the delithi-
ated phase appeared to increase with substitution. As a result, the lattice volume 
change decreases for the mixed phosphate materials. According to the Mössbauer 
measurements in the present work (Figure 9),IV due to the presence of Co/Ni in the 
Lix(Fe,Co/Ni)PO4 materials, the Fe3+ local environment indeed was changed at the 
partially delithiated states. The observed increase in the electrical environment 
symmetry could imply a diminished octhahedral distortion in the Fe3+O6 octahedra. 
Possibly the strong M2+-Li+ attractive and M3+-Li+ repulsive interactions predicted 
by calculations of  Malik et al.227 could contribute to this phenomenon. This would 
be supported by the observations made here before: the substitution level seems to 
affect the delithiation/lithiation characteristics rather than the choice of the substit-
uent M. 

 

 

Figure 15. Comparison of literature data on unit cell volume decrease between lithiated and delithiated 
compositions as function of substitution level y for different Lix(Fe1-yMy)PO4 materials. Data for 
Lix(Fe0.3Mn0.2Mg0.5)PO4229 is between x = 1 and x = 0.5, for LixNiPO4221 between x = 1 and x = 0.09, 
and for Lix(Fe0.5Co0.5)PO463 between x = 1 and x = 0.04.  
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4. Reversible Heat Generation in Li-Ion 
Cells

In Li-ion batteries, the energy lost to resistances and overpotentials is converted to 
heat. In large-sized applications, hundreds of individual cells are packed tightly to-
gether to form a battery pack. As a result, the area-to-volume ratio is small, which 
leads to an ineffective heat transfer from the outer surface. As already discussed in 
Chapter 2, the cell aging and thus cycle life critically depend on the operating and 
storage temperatures. In addition, the battery safety is affected by the ambient and 
internal temperatures: it was shown that the risk of Li plating and dendrite for-
mation exists at high temperature cycling.III Furthermore, if the cell internal tem-
perature is allowed to rise uncontrollably, thermal runaway reactions can be trig-
gered.  

To avoid over-heating and the related aging and safety issues, properly designed 
cooling systems, either active or passive, are needed in large-sized systems. Imple-
mentation of a cooling system decreases the gravimetric and volumetric energy den-
sities and also leads to parasitic power consumption, decreasing the overall system 
efficiency.230 This emphasizes accurate sizing of the cooling system. For that, 
knowledge of the exact heat generation of different cell chemistries at different SOCs 
and current rates is needed. The total heat generation consists of irreversible and 
reversible parts, where the reversible contribution significantly depends on the elec-
trode materials. Using electrode material combinations with a possibly small net 
heat generation is often beneficial. In HEV applications for example, the battery op-
erates mainly inside a relatively narrow SOC range (microcycling). Thus it is im-
portant to know which SOCs are favourable in the sense of avoiding extra heat pro-
duction. 

In this chapter, the general theory of heat generation in Li-ion cells is discussed 
with an emphasis on the reversible part. The entropy change ( S) behaviour of indi-
vidual electrode materials is covered, and the heat generation in different positive-
negative electrode combinations are compared.  

4.1 Thermodynamic Relations of a Li-Ion Cell 

In a Li-ion cell, heat is produced due to the electrochemical processes at the positive 
and negative electrodes, and also due to ohmic losses caused by movement of Li-ions 
and electrons. The heat generation rate Q of a Li-ion cell is defined as the amount of 
heat exchanged between the cell and the surroundings, and it is given here in watts 
(W). For the following discussion, an exothermic cell reaction is specified as negative 
heat flow, that is, Q < 0 is generated heat (transferred from the cell to the surround-
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ings) and Q > 0 absorbed heat (heat flow from surroundings to the cell). The dis-
charge current direction is determined to be positive in sign.  

The battery cell heat generation equation was derived by Bernardi et al.,231 where-
by the total heat generation rate Qtotal consists of the following terms: 

 
                            (1) 

 
Qirreversible describes the polarization losses due to deviation from the open circuit 
voltage (OCV). The polarization is caused by ohmic losses, charge transfer overpo-
tentials, and mass transfer limitations, related to the cell reaction. Qreversible is the 
entropic heating of the electrode reactions, and Qmixing is due to relaxation of concen-
tration gradients developed inside the cell (important for large particle sizes and 
high current rates). Qphase change arises from phase changes (other than crystalline 
phase transition). For Li-ion cells, it is assumed that no side reactions affecting the 
electrochemical heat generation take place and that no phase change effects exist. 
Furthermore, the Qmixing contribution can usually be neglected,232 especially for the 
relatively small particle size of commercial cells.233 For no spatial variation of tem-
perature or SOC, the Qtotal can be presented in a simplified form, consisting of only 
Qirreversible and Qreversible:231,232,234 

 
                            (2) 

 
where I is the operating current value, Ri cell’s internal resistance, T temperature, S 
entropy change, F Faraday’s constant, and n number of electrons participating in the 
cell reaction (here n = 1). Qirreversible is always exothermic and thus generated heat 
(Qirreversible < 0) for both current directions (charge and discharge). On the contrary, 
Qreversible can be either generated or absorbed heat, that is negative or positive in sign, 
depending on S and operating current I.   

Depending on the sum of Qirreversible and Qreversible, and on the current direction in 
Equation 2, the cell either generates heat or cools down absorbing heat from the 
surroundings. The importance of Qirreversible versus Qreversible is determined by several 
factors: the cell SOC (determines the S value), the operating current I, cell aging (Ri 
increases upon aging), and ambient temperature (Ri decreases and |Qreversible| in-
creases with increasing temperature). Usually less extra heat is produced at higher 
temperatures, as the contribution of Qirreversible is smaller due to decreasing Ri.235,236  

In battery thermal modelling and simulation, some studies have neglected the con-
tribution of Qreversible,237,238 or assumed it to be constant with SOC.239,240 However, 
Bandhauer et al.232 emphasized the importance of including Qreversible as function of 
SOC in thermal models: according to their review, the contribution of Qreversible is 
often significant even at a 1C current rate. Furthermore, for a high-rate designed 
LiFePO4/C cell (small Ri) at 55 °C temperature, significant contribution from Qreversi-

ble was found even at very high 5C current rate.236 In the present work, a cooling ef-
fect originating from the dominating Qreversible was shown at low 0.1C discharge rate.I   
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4.2 Measuring the Entropy Change  

Traditionally, S is measured using either a calorimetric or a potentiometric meas-
urement. A novel method called the “electrothermal impedance spectroscopy 
(ETIS)” was recently introduced by Schmidt et al.241 In the present work, the poten-
tiometric method was mainly used,I,II and only a qualitative calorimetric experiment 
was performed.I  

In the calorimetric method, the Qirreversible contribution has to be first determined in 
order to be able to derive Qreversible from the calorimetric data.232 The Qirreversible could 
be assumed constant and calculated by measuring the total heat generation: Qreversible 
is cancelled out when the charge and discharge directions are subtracted. Alterna-
tively, Qirreversible can be estimated by calculating the cell overpotential from OCV and 
operating voltage data. The method accuracy is usually worse than in the potentiom-
etric method: it is restricted by the temperature measurement, especially in case of 
cells with only little active material,242 and by the need to separately determine Qirre-

versible.241 Furthermore, a properly sized calorimeter is required, and a large cell heat 
capacity and inactive mass may cause further measurement error.235,241  

Potentiometric measurement is based on the temperature dependence of the cell’s 
OCV, and this method gives a very good accuracy. However, the potentiometric 
measurements need long measurement times, and the results can be affected by self-
discharge phenomena during the extended relaxation periods.242–244 

In the potentiometric method, S is determined by measuring the cell’s OCV at 
different temperatures T. S is related to the OCV through the Gibbs free energy 
change G: 

 
                              (3) 

 
                              (4) 

 
                                                        (5) 

 
where H is the enthalpy change in the cell reaction. Thus the cell OCV is divided 
into H and S terms (n = 1), and S can be calculated from the slope of OCV ver-
sus T:  

 
                               (6) 

 
                              (7) 

 
The principle of a potentiometric S measurement is illustrated in Figure 16. The 

cell is first charged/discharged to the desired SOC, and after a stabilization period 
(several hours), the temperature is ramped and the cell OCV is recorded at each 
temperature. When the OCV values are plotted versus temperature, S can be calcu-
lated from the slope according to Equation 7. This procedure is repeated at different 
SOCs.  
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Figure 16. Principle of the potentiometric entropy change ( S) measurement.I,II (a) Temperature ramp 
and the corresponding change in open circuit voltage (OCV); (b) OCV values as a function of tempera-
ture with linear fitting. S can be calculated from the slope of OCV versus T.  

In ETIS, a sinusoidal excitation current is used to create a heat flow inside the cell, 
whereby the Qirreversible and Qreversible can be separated by their different frequencies.241 
A small, continuous DC current is superimposed to charge/discharge the cell. For 
calculating S, a thermal transfer function needs to be measured for one frequency 
with another method (typically with the potentiometric method), and the conditions 
need to remain constant for the further measurements. The advantages of this 
method are the very short measurement times, good accuracy, and the possibility to 
perform an almost continuous measurement of S. However, the need for calibra-
tion measurement is a disadvantage. Additionally, the SOC resolution is poor, which 
can however be improved by shortening the measurement interval ( SOC).  

4.3 Entropy Change in Different Electrode Materials 

For a Li-ion cell electrode, the origin of S upon Li insertion/extraction has been 
assigned to changes mainly in the configurational entropy. Thus the S is a measure 
of the Li arrangement (order/disorder), reflecting the occupancy of Li sites in the 
electrode material lattices.245–249 A positive S indicates increased disorder (reduc-
tion reaction, Li intercalation direction), whereas a negative S is a sign of ordering. 
Thus S can give additional information on phase transitions and structural order-
ing.245,246,248 

As current is passed through the cell, Li-ions intercalate/deintercalate to/from the 
electrode material lattices, whereby different Li arrangements occur at different 
SOCs. Thus S has to be measured as a function of the SOC, and both the positive 
and negative electrode contributions have to be included. The full cell’s S in the 
discharge direction can be calculated from half-cell data as follows:  

 
 

        (8) 
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The measured values of S are for the reduction reaction direction, and thus the 
negative electrode S has to be reversed in sign to obtain the value for oxidation 
direction. An empty lattice can be considered as very ordered, whereby intercalation 
of Li is reflected in a large positive S (high degree of disorder), as many equivalent 
sites are available for the Li.250–252 When sites of equal energy are almost filled, addi-
tion of further Li creates a more ordered state (full lattice), resulting in a negative 

S.  
In addition to the configurational entropy, other possible contributions are the vi-

brational and electronic entropies, which are usually neglected for intercalation re-
actions.245,246,248,253 The electronic contribution has been shown to be of no signifi-
cance in comparison to the configurational entropy.249,250,252 The vibrational entropy 
can account for overall negative values of S, but its contribution is either assumed 
negligibly small or usually not expected to change with SOC.245,248,249  

In the present work, S behaviour with SOC was determined for different elec-
trode materials.I,II The S versus SOC curves of LiFePO4, Li(Fe0.33Mn0.67)PO4, 
Li4Ti5O12, and graphite materials are shown in Figure 17. The galvanostatic charge-
discharge curves at low 0.03C current are also depicted. The measurements were 
performed with the potentiometric method in half-cells against metallic Li counter 
electrode. The lithiation/delithiation state is presented by SOC values, where 0% 
SOC corresponds to a fully-discharged cell (positive electrode lithiated and negative 
electrode delithiated) and 100% SOC to a fully-charged cell (positive electrode deli-
thiated and negative electrode lithiated).  

 

 

Figure 17. Galvanostatic charge-discharge cycle (at 0.03C current) and entropy change ( S) as func-
tions of state of charge for different electrode materials. (a) LiFePO4,I (b) Li(Fe0.33Mn0.67)PO4,II (c) 
Li4Ti5O12,II and (d) graphite.I
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In Figure 17, two basic trends are observed: an essentially constant S with SOC of 
LiFePO4 and Li4Ti5O12 (except for < 5% SOC) materials and a more strongly varying 

S of LiFe0.33Mn0.67PO4 and graphite. Typically, for a two-phase lithium inser-
tion/extraction mechanism, a constant S with SOC is shown. The phase composi-
tions remain unchanged and only their relative amounts vary: the Li arrangement in 
each phase is not affected by the changing SOC, and no changes in the configura-
tional entropy are observed. For LiFePO4 at equilibrium conditions, phase separa-
tion to LiFePO4 and FePO4 is expected. This was observed to be reflected in the con-
stant S vs. SOC.I However, narrow solid-solution areas outside the miscibility gap 
have been suggested for small LiFePO4 particles (< 200 nm), and these regions have 
been concluded to show sharp changes in the otherwise constant S.209,243,253 In the 
present work, no signs of such sharp changes were observed (Figure 17a), but the 
particle size was considerably larger.I  

For Li4Ti5O12, a two-phase lithiation/delithiation mechanism with co-existing 
Li4Ti5O12/Li7Ti5O12 phases has been generally suggested.87,254,255 In the present work, 
the constant S vs. SOC plateau of Li4Ti5O12 at 5 – 100% SOC was attributed to a 
two-phase behaviour.II A constant S for the intermediate SOCs has been reported 
in other studies,256,257 too. For the 0 – 3% SOC range, a narrow single-phase solid-
solution region has been proposed to exist.87 The steep decrease in S at the begin-
ning of Li intercalation (< 5% SOC, Figure 17c) could be due to such single-phase 
region. Additionally, Li intercalates to the initially empty 16c site of Li4Ti5O12. Thus 
the intercalaction of first Li-ions could create disorder and result in a positive S 
values. However, at the same time, the Li originally in the spinel Li4Ti5O12 structure 
moves from the 8a site to the 16c site to form rock-salt structured Li7Ti5O12.258 This 
may also affect the S features.  

On the contrary to LiFePO4 and Li4Ti5O12 materials, several plateaus in S versus 
SOC were observed for the graphite electrode (Figure 17d): the S behaviour follows 
the Li ordering (staging) in the graphite lattice.I At first, the empty graphite lattice 
can be considered as very ordered. Intercalation of Li to form the dilute stage-1’ 
compound was shown as an increased disorder (strong S > 0 for 0 – 10 % SOC). A 
smaller incline of S was observed for further lithiation. At approx. 30 - 50% SOC 
and further at 50 – 100% SOC, two distinct plateaus in the S curve were demon-
strated. These plateaus correspond to the stage-2L stage-2 and stage-2 stage-1 
transitions, respectively, reflecting the two-phase co-existence. According to Reynier 
et al.,250,252 the vibrational part of S contributes to the overall negative S values of 
graphite at SOCs higher than 25%.  

For the Li(Fe0.33Mn0.67)PO4 material, S behaviour with SOC was discovered to fol-
low the distinct Fe2+/Fe3+ and Mn2+/Mn3+ redox plateaus (Figure 17b), 0 – 33% and 
33 – 100% SOC, respectively.II In comparison to the un-substituted LiFePO4 (Figure 
17a), a more sloping S was demonstrated in the Fe2+/Fe3+ region of the Mn-
substituted material. This could be due to a changed Fe2+/Fe3+ reaction mechanism, 
which has been suggested for Li(Fe,Mn)PO4 materials, as discussed in Chapter 3.3.2. 
For the lithiation direction at the Fe2+/Fe3+ plateau (from 33% to 0% SOC), S 
shows a decreasing trend towards 0% SOC. This could be caused by existence of a 
solid-solution region, where equivalent lattice sites are filled with Li towards 0% 
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SOC. For the Mn2+/Mn3+ plateau, a more constant S versus SOC was observed 
(similar to LiFePO4), consistent with a two-phase scenario.  

In the transition region from Fe2+/Fe3+ to Mn2+/Mn3+, a steep negative peak in S 
was observed in the present work (at approx. 33% SOC, equal to the Fe content).II 
This could be a composition with high degree of ordering (corresponding to a com-
pletely full or empty lattice). Alternatively, if a narrow single-phase region is as-
sumed to exist only at the transition region, the sharp S could reflect the Li ar-
rangement in that single-phase domain. Corresponding sharp changes in S have 
been reported for the solid-solution regions of LiFePO4209,253 and oxide positive elec-
trode materials.242,245,246,248,249 Dodd243 measured the S behaviour of a 
Li(Fe0.8Mn0.2)PO4 material. A similar sharp change in S near the Fe2+/Fe3+ to 
Mn2+/Mn3+ transition region was reported. Otherwise, regions of steeper S versus 
SOC were speculated to indicate solid-solution behaviour either at the Fe2+/Fe3+ to 
Mn2+/Mn3+ transition region or inside the Fe2+/Fe3+ region.  

In general, equivalent S results have been achieved with both calorimetric and 
potentiometric methods.246 The potentiometric measurements are performed at 
equilibrium condition, whereas a constant current is applied in the calorimetric 
method. Thus if unstable phase-compositions exist, for example relaxation of a sin-
gle-phase solid-solution to a two-phase composition, the two methods can give dif-
fering results.253  

For measurements in half-cell configurations, the Li counter electrode theoretical-
ly affects the measured S values. However, its contribution is not assumed to 
change with SOC, as the electrode composition and chemical environment of Li re-
main constant.248,250,252 Furthermore, Yazami et al.248 measured a negligibly small S 
of 0.2 J/(mol K) for a cell with one fresh and one cycled Li electrode. This implies 
that no change in the Li counter electrode contribution is expected. 

4.4 Entropy Change in Full Cells 

As different electrode materials are combined for different cell chemistries, the sum 
of their S values is to be examined. According to Equation 2, the Qreversible direction 
(evolved or absorbed heat) is changed with the current direction (charge/discharge). 
Thus if a cooling effect due to positive Qreversible and heat absorption is observed for 
discharge, the effect is reversed for the charge cycle and extra heat is produced (neg-
ative Qreversible). Qreversible can induce significant heat accumulation in the cell;236 only 
if the cycling is performed around a specific SOC, the effect of Qreversible cancels out. 
To retain possibly constant heating profiles, a net S close to zero would be ideal. In 
terms of matching the positive and negative electrodes, possibly equal S values for 
the reduction direction are thus beneficial (Equation 8). In addition to the obvious 
use of S versus SOC data to design and scale cooling systems, the method could be 
utilized in choosing the most favourable SOC ranges for the battery operation.  

In the present work, the Qreversible was evaluated based on half-cell S data for cells 
of LiFePO4 or Li(Fe0.33Mn0.67)PO4 positive and graphite or Li4Ti5O12 negative elec-
trodes.I,II  The calculated net S values versus SOC (Equation 8) for different cell 
chemistries are shown in Figure 18. In discharge direction, a positive net S results 
in positive Qreversible (heat absorption) and a negative net S in negative Qreversible (ex-
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tra heat production). In the charge direction, the sign of Qreversible is reversed. It is to 
be noticed that the measured half-cell values for negative electrodes have to be re-
versed in sign, in order to match the full cell S in the discharge direction (Equation 
8). 
 

 

Figure 18. Entropy change ( S) as function of state of charge for different positive/negative electrode 
material combinations.I,II (a) LiFePO4 and (b) Li(Fe0.33Mn0.67)PO4 positive electrode combined with 
Li4Ti5O12 or graphite negative electrode.  

It was observed in the present work that extending the cycling SOC range to < 10% 
SOCs results in a sharp negative peak in the net S (Figure 18).I,II This arises from 
the strong positive S of both Li4Ti5O12 and graphite negative electrodes (Figure 17). 
In practice, extra heat production is proposed at the end of discharge, and corre-
spondingly, a cooling effect in the beginning of charging. The effect is especially 
strong for the graphite negative electrode. Also when comparing the > 10% SOC re-
gions, it was discovered that using Li4Ti5O12 instead of graphite is beneficial in min-
imizing changes in the net S with SOC (Figure 18). For the graphite containing 
cells, a significant positive net S region at approx. 30 – 50% SOC was detected. 
This originates from the negative S during the stage-2L stage-2 transition. The 
positive net S would result in extra cooling effect upon discharge and correspond-
ingly, extra heating during charge. Mn substitution in the Li(Fe0.33Mn0.67)PO4 mate-
rial is concluded to slightly increase the net S values in comparison to LiFePO4. 
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Additionally, it brings about a sharp negative S peak at the specific SOC, where the 
Fe2+/Fe3+ redox couple region changes to the Mn2+/Mn3+ region.  

In general, for layered Li(Co,Ni)O2 oxides and LiMn2O4 spinel, larger variations in 
S with SOC have been demonstrated.257 These variations are due to phase transi-

tions and the constantly changing Li content of the solid-solution regions. As a re-
sult, unwanted strong fluctuations in Qreversible are predicted. For LiCoO2, the phase 
transition between hexagonal and monoclinic structures is shown as sharp changes 
in S.249,259 For LiMn2O4, an s-shaped S curve is observed,242,245,246 produced by two 
sublattices in which Li occupies sites with different energies. For Li(Ni,Co,Mn)O2, a 
constant S with SOC has been measured.257  

The importance of S in practice was shown in the present work by potentiometri-
cally measuring the S and by performing a qualitative calorimetric experiment for a 
commercial 45 Ah LiFePO4/graphite cell.I S versus SOC and the measured cell 
temperature change (describing the heat generation) during a 0.1C constant current 
charge/discharge cycle are presented in Figure 19. The heat generation behaviour 
predicted by the S data was observed to be reflected as corresponding temperature 
changes during charge/discharge. The dominant full cell positive S, originating 
from the negative S at graphite electrode’s stage-2L stage-2 transition, is seen as a 
cooling effect during discharge. Correspondingly, the strong negative S near 0% 
SOC, caused by the graphite electrode’s strongly positive S, is demonstrated as ex-
tra heat generation at the end of discharge. Opposite effects were demonstrated dur-
ing the charge cycle. 

 

 

Figure 19. (a) Full cell entropy change ( S) and (b) cell temperature (during 0.1C charge/discharge) as 
functions of state of charge for a commercial 45 Ah LiFePO4/graphite cell.I
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When simulating the net S of a full cell, the positive-to-negative electrode ratio 
has to be taken into account, as it shifts the relative SOCs. For materials with sharp 
peaks in S with changing SOC, this can affect the locations of beneficial SOC ranges 
for cycling. Differing S curves were demonstrated for cells with the same 
LiFePO4/graphite chemistry but different manufacturer.241 This was explained by 
different locations of the graphite electrode’s stage-2 stage-1 transition at the SOC 
axis, caused by different positive-to-negative electrode ratios. Furthermore, due to 
aging, the individual electrodes’ accessible SOC windows will shift along the SOC 
axis, which will also shift the S versus SOC curves.  
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5. Conclusions 

In this work, various Li-ion battery electrode materials were studied from the view-
point of large-sized battery packs for transportation and energy storage purposes. In 
particular, the cell safety and lifetime with maintaining adequate energy density 
were the crucial issues for which proper combinations of positive and negative elec-
trodes were evaluated. 

When the cycle aging of commercial Li-ion cells was studied at different tempera-
tures, it was observed that issues related to the graphite negative electrode and its 
SEI-layer are mostly responsible for the cell aging. Especially in this work, Li plating 
was demonstrated not only as a consequence of low-temperature cycling but also 
after prolonged cycling at elevated temperatures: it was shown that increasing the 
discharge temperature from +45 °C to +65 °C resulted in significantly different ag-
ing mechanisms and reduced cell safety. The nature of the plated Li on the graphite 
negative electrode was found to be fundamentally different depending on the tem-
perature; the high temperature Li plating leads to irreversible, dendritic depositions, 
which are difficult to distinguish without cell disassembly and post-mortem analysis. 
The mechanism was related in this work to excessive SEI-layer reactions at the 
graphite electrode, caused by the elevated temperature, and the resulting lack of 
electrolyte and the increased amount of gaseous components. In addition to a fast 
capacity fade, the ohmic resistance was observed to increase with increasing amount 
of Li plating. In a large battery, the internal temperature of the cells placed in the 
middle might be significantly elevated, producing different aging phenomena like 
high-temperature Li plating, although the overall operating temperature would be in 
tolerable limits. Furthermore, the possible formation of dendritic Li depositions 
should be taken into account when concerning second-life applications. 

For safe batteries with long lifetimes, the graphite negative electrode must be re-
placed, and Li4Ti5O12 seems to be a good alternative. For Li4Ti5O12, extremely long 
cycle lives have been demonstrated, and the reported gas evolution problem most 
probably could be avoided or at least suppressed by assuring extremely dry condi-
tions in cell assembly or by electrolyte optimization. At the positive electrode side, 
LiFePO4 seems to benefit from the stable olivine structure, when compared to the 
oxide counterparts.135,260 For the LiFePO4/Li4Ti5O12 chemistry, excellent fast charg-
ing, safety, and lifetime properties have been demonstrated with 95% of original 
capacity after 30 000 cycles.41 However, the nominal cell voltage is decreased from 
3.2 V to 1.9 V when graphite negative electrode is substituted with Li4Ti5O12. As a 
consequence, the related energy density is significantly reduced, leading to de-
creased EV driving ranges, for example. To compensate for this, high-voltage posi-
tive electrode materials with intrinsic structural safety are needed. Promising results 
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have been achieved with high-voltage metal phosphates: 3.2 V operating voltage was 
demonstrated for LiCoPO4/Li4Ti5O12 cells.261,262 However, the cycling performance of 
LiMPO4 (M = Mn, Co, Ni) materials is not optimal. 

Due to their stable olivine structure, mixed Li(Fe1-yMy)PO4 (M = Co, Ni) materials 
were investigated in this work as new high-voltage positive electrodes: M increases 
the average potential but Fe enhances the conductivity properties and the overall 
performance, in comparison to the y = 0 and 1 compositions, respectively. The M-
for-Fe substitution was shown to have a mutual influence on both counterparts, in 
terms of e.g. shifting redox potentials and changing the Fe2+/Fe3+ and M2+/M3+ deli-
thiation/lithiation characteristics. For higher M contents, a single-phase solid-
solution mechanism appears to be induced at the Fe2+/Fe3+ redox region, regardless 
of M. Especially the substitution was observed to alter the Fe3+ local environment. 
This effect was speculated to arise mainly from the next-nearest-neighboring Li, 
introduced by the presence of M2+.  

Although both Co and Ni substituents similarly influenced the Fe2+/Fe3+ couple 
characteristics, reversible activation of the Ni2+/Ni3+ redox couple itself was not 
achieved in this work, not even at higher Fe contents. At least the poor electrical 
conductivity seems to inhibit the Ni2+/Ni3+ redox activity, based on the observed 
beneficial effects of carbon-coating and highly electrically conductive secondary 
phosphide phases. An initial, irreversible oxidation response was demonstrated at 
clearly lower potentials than the predicted Ni2+/Ni3+ couple redox potential. The 
possibility of Ni moving to a different lattice site should be studied, as it might ex-
plain the lower potential and irreversible behaviour.  

Based on this work, a composition around Li(Fe0.5Co0.5)PO4 was proposed to be 
optimal, as it would show both a high energy density and a beneficial solid-solution 
delithiation/lithiation mechanism. In general, for more extensively investigated 
Li(Fe,Mn)PO4 materials, advanced synthesis methods and particle surface treat-
ments have already been studied,187,263 but the Li(Fe,Co/Ni)PO4 materials are not yet 
that far optimized. However, in order for the Co- and Ni-substituted electrodes to be 
commercialized, high-voltage electrolytes have to be developed,264,265 based on for 
example fluorinated solvents,266–268 special additives,268,269 or ionic liquids.270,271  
Furthermore, as for many other electrode materials, the HF generated by the LiPF6 
electrolyte salt decomposition has been proposed to be detrimental for the delithiat-
ed CoPO4.65 Discovering HF-free electrolyte systems would be extremely beneficial.  

The dependence of the Li-ion cell heat generation on its electrode materials was 
studied in this work. Knowledge of the heat generation is particularly important for 
large-scale battery packs and for designing their cooling systems, in order to avoid 
the detrimental effect of elevated temperatures to cell lifetime and safety. The differ-
ent delithiation/lithiation mechanisms of positive and negative electrode materials 
are reflected as different Li arrangements in their lattices. Thus for each studied ma-
terial (LiFePO4, Li(Fe0.33Mn0.67)PO4, graphite, and Li4Ti5O12), a characteristic S ver-
sus SOC behaviour was observed. A cooling effect during discharging a commercial 
LiFePO4/graphite cell at low current could be predicted based on the measured S 
data. This effect was attributed to the graphite electrode’s stage-2L stage-2 transi-
tion. Furthermore, according to the calculated net S values of different posi-
tive/negative electrode material combinations, the 0 – 10% SOC range was deter-
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mined to be unfavourable: it causes extra heat production and fluctuations in the cell 
temperature. The underlying reason is the large configurational S of intercalating 
the first Li into an empty graphite or Li4Ti5O12 electrode lattice. Additionally, chang-
es in the Li(Fe0.33Mn0.67)PO4 delithiation/lithiation mechanism due to the Mn-for-Fe 
substitution were suggested to affect the S behaviour. 

Due to the sensitivity to structural changes, S measurements could be more wide-
ly used in cell diagnostics as a non-destructive tool, for example in monitoring the 
cell state of health or aging. Based on the results demonstrated for Li(Fe,Mn)PO4, 
measuring the S characteristics of Li(Fe,Co/Ni)PO4 materials could give interesting 
information on the delithiation/lithiation mechanisms, in addition to the traditional 
diffraction methods. However, in order to be able to perform potentiometric meas-
urements with long stabilization times at these higher potential M2+/M3+ redox plat-
eaus, a high-voltage electrolyte is needed. 
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